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Taxi drivers protest UberX

VOLUME 50, ISSUE 20

SARAH MARTINSON
Metro Reporter
TAXI DRIVERS HONKED their horns to

protest the unregulated ridesharing
industry, swarming Daley Plaza
continuously, circling the block for
hours until a later press conference
was held on Feb. 17 by the United
Taxidrivers Community Council at
City Hall.
Mayoral hopeful and Cook
County Commissioner Jesus
“Chuy” Garcia attended the press
conference and was the only mayoral candidate to make a personal
appearance. Alderman Bob Fioretti
was represented by Amara Enyia,
CEO of ACE Municipal Partners,
who dropped out of the mayor’s
race in December.
Clark, Dearborn, Randolph and
Washington—the streets that surround Daley Plaza—were packed
with taxicabs. The drivers had
ceased picking up riders and drove
around the block, the signs in their
windows reading, “Ride Share
Steal,” “No More Taxi Regulations”
and “Uber: Show Us Your Insurance.” Bystanders seemed confused
and annoyed.

Kelly Wenzel THE CHRONICLE
Students have the opportunity to speak directly
with President Kwang-Wu Kim with the resumption of president-student office hours.

Student office
hours return
SAM VINTON

Campus Reporter
WITHIN 24 HOURS of the announce-

lieving the burden of regulations on
taxi drivers, Enger said.
Ridesharing companies are not
regulated the way taxi companies

ment that president-student office
hours will return to Columbia, all
four available dates in the Spring
2015 Semester had been filled.
The Office of the President sent
out a collegewide email Feb. 16 announcing dates and times for this
semester’s president-student office hours, a chance for students to
schedule a one-on-one meeting with
President Kwang-Wu Kim. With
meeting times available on a first
come, first served basis and only 20
spots open for the semester, it is an
opportunity in high demand.

xx SEE PROTEST, PG. 35

xx SEE PRESIDENT, PG. 10
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Chicago taxi driver Rocky Mmoma protests ridesharing apps, such as Uber, outside City Hall on Feb. 17 as other drivers circled the building from 6–10 a.m.

Standing and shouting on
North Clark Street outside City
Hall, veteran taxi drivers Fayez
Khozindar, chairman of UTCC, and
Peter Enger, secretary of UTCC,
held signs that read, “Rahm ‘Uber’

Emanuel” and “No More Taxi
Regulations Level The Playing
Field: Let The Competition Begin!”
The UTCC staged the “Occupy
the Loop” protest because no mayoral candidate has addressed re-

Genetic variety in gut critters tied to disease
MAX GREEN
Sports & Health Editor
THE HUMAN GUT is a teeming lo-

cus of bacterial enterprise. This
ever-changing clump of activity—our gut microbiome—spans
the length of the stomach and
intestines and is colonized by
trillions of microbial residents,
more than anywhere else in the
human body.
In the recent decade or so that
human gut microbiome research
has taken off, scientists have established relationships between different types of bacteria and a variety of physiological outcomes both
beneficial and adverse. Most conclusively, a relationship has been
identified between imbalances in
different bacterial groups and obesity related symptoms.
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of researchers to perform a systemic review of prior studies that
implicated particular strains of
bacteria and imbalances between
those strains as having a causal link
to obesity.
“What we saw when we reanalyzed lots of studies is if you have
a background and a lot of variability and then you take a small
sample—a handful of individuals
who are lean and a handful who are
obese—you could find differences
just by chance,” Pollard said. “Because people are so different from
each other.”
The team has hypothesized that
the genetic makeup of the bacteria
present in the microbiome, rather
than the type or amount of bacteria
itself, may play a more causal role
in presenting disease outcomes
like diabetes.

The Dance Center presents Dance Crash • PAGE 18

“There’s really striking evidence
[of this] even within the same species,” Pollard said. “You and I could
both have what microbiologists
would call the same exact species
of bacteria but your version could
have 30 or 40 percent of their genes
be different from my version.”
According to Sean Davies, an assistant professor of pharmacology
at Vanderbilt University, although
there is a body of scientific research
establishing that gut bacteria do
contribute to obesity in some way,
much of the original research focused on the ratio of two specific
phyla, or divisions, of bacteria that
appear in the human gut, which is
an approach that minimizes the
complexity of the microbiome and
its inhabitants.

xx SEE GUTS, PG. 14
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Major publications get
sexual assault wrong
IT’S NOT UNKNOWN that sexual assaults

on college campuses are a nationwide issue, one that has even touched
Columbia College: there have been 14
forcible on-campus sexual offenses
in the last four years, according to
the college’s annual crime and safety
report. The increasing emergence of
courageous victims sharing their stories has helped spawn conversations
across the country about the largely
ignored problem. New initiatives,
such as the one described on Page 3,
aim to increase awareness.
The accounts of people who have
endured attacks are more powerful,
though, particularly the harrowing
tale of Columbia University student
Emma Sulkowicz, a visual arts major who came to prominence after
she began carrying her mattress
around campus after the university
dismissed her and two other women’s allegations of sexual assault
against the same male student.
Sulkowicz’s story resulted in an
invitation to the State of the Union
Address and national media coverage. Though she often shied away
from disclosing the name of her
attacker, it quickly became public
knowledge, making him a defendant in the court of public opinion.
In light of the spotlight placed upon
him, the accused student spoke out
about the allegations and retaliated
by releasing transcripts to The Daily Beast of his conversations with
Sulkowicz post-assault.

On Feb. 3, the testosterone-driven website posted the messages
along with the accused’s side, framing it with a sympathetic story that
gave the accused the opportunity to
call Sulkowicz’s campaign bullying and harassment, ending with
puzzlement as to whether colleges
should be the governing body to address sexual assaults on campuses.
The Daily Beast’s Feb. 3 article
was despicable, but more neutral
news came in the form of two
Chronicle of Higher Education articles. The first, published Feb. 16,
detailed the trend of some colleges
phasing out hearings and instead
implementing investigators tasked
with ascertaining the validity of
claims of sexual assault who then
report their findings to an administrative panel or representative. The
second, published Feb. 17, recycles
similar sources from the first piece
and delves into the inclusion of
cellphone and messenger communications in investigations.
While the move to utilize trained
investigators is admirable, the
practice of using private communications as a determining factor of
innocence should be approached
cautiously and with the requirement
that such communications remain
private, especially when both parties
are part of a campus community.
Texts and instant messages do
not accurately reflect tone, inflection or the state of emotion when
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Students play the Korean version of the game “red light/green light” put on by Hangook, Columbia’s Korean cultural organization, on Feb. 13 in the Office of Multicultural
Affairs in the 618 S. Michigan Ave. Building.
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Club management class takes over Reggies
SAM VINTON

Campus Reporter
GET READY, SOUTH Loop—this semes-

ter, Columbia is taking over Reggies
Music Joint, 2105 S. State St.
Students from the college’s Business & Entrepreneurship Department took control of the popular
South Loop music venue Feb. 17 to
produce “A Night of Funk.” “Reggies Takeover,” the first show in the
department’s spring performance
series, featured performances from
Columbia-based bands Minds of
Atlantis, OBY and Highness.
The series, which runs every other week for the rest of the Spring
2015 Semester, allows students in
the department’s “Club Management: Practicum” class to produce
every detail of the series, including
booking the bands and selecting
which stage to use.
Each semester, the course provides 12 undergraduate and graduate students with hands-on experience that allows them to learn
what it takes to produce a live
event, according to Joe Bogdan, an
assistant professor in the Business
& Entrepreneurship Department
who has taught the course for the
past four years.
“The entire class is just producing shows,” Bogdan said. “There’s
no book, there are no tests, no assignments—just getting shows on.”

Nohemi Rosales THE CHRONICLE
Columbia-based bands Minds of Atlantis (above), OBY and Highness performed at the Feb. 17 “A Night of Funk” event organized by students from the
Business & Entrepreneurship Department’s “Club Management: Practicum” class.

The class has been available to
students for four years, but this
semester marks the first time the
class has been able to produce an
off-campus event, Bogdan said. Past
events took place at The Haus in the

Quincy Wong Center at the 623 S.
Wabash Ave. Building. Bogdan said
it was not an ideal situation despite
its convenience.
“As [the class] has grown over
time, we realized that doing a show

on campus presents a lot of restrictions that you wouldn’t have in a
real club,” Bogdan said. “So we decided to take it to a real club, and
this is the maiden voyage.”
Bogdan said he was always inter-

ested in moving the event off-campus and was presented the opportunity to do so when a former student
and intern at Reggies connected
him to Brendan Joyce, the club’s
talent buyer, last semester.
Joyce said the partnership is a
great fit as a local venue. The club
has historically had a strong relationship with the college, including
offering internships to students,
having several Columbia-based
bands play on its stages and even
producing college performances
for students in the music program,
he said.
“We’ve always wanted to do
something like this, allowing students to build everything from the
ground up, because it’s the easiest
way to learn,” Joyce said.
Though Joyce said that the benefits far outweigh any possible risk,
he said allowing students to take
over the venue is a bit of a chance.
Students will be supervised and
aided by a small number of staff
members, but they are largely responsible for every aspect of the
production.
According to Malorie Pivato, a
senior business & entrepreneurship major that was put in charge
of marketing “A Night of Funk,” the
independence is what makes the
class so exciting and rewarding.

xx SEE FUNK, PG.10

Columbia students, staff ask
campus to ‘face’ sexual assault
MEGAN BENNETT
Campus Reporter
AS SEXUAL ASSAULT awareness remains a prominent topic on college
campuses, Columbia is keeping the
conversation going.
“Face It,” created by sophomore
art + materials conservation major
and President of the Student Government Association Sara Kalinoski, and sophomore art + design
student Robin Hopkins, consists of
mirrors in the lobbies of multiple
campus buildings, including the 600
S. Michigan Ave., 618 S. Michigan
Ave., 623 S. Wabash Ave. and 731 S.
Plymouth Court buildings. The mirrors, which will be on display until
the end of February, have words
etched into the glass and contain an
artist statement about self-reflection and giving an identity to victims
of sexual assault.
The college’s Sexual Assault
Awareness Education Committee,

which was founded this academic
year, sponsored the art installation and tries to have one activity
or event each month focused on a
different branch of outreach, according to Matthew Test, administrative assistant in the office of the
Dean of Students and a member of
the committee.
Test said the committee, which
consists of members from Residence Life, Student Health and
Support and Counseling Services,
had not yet created an art piece to
spread awareness.
“[We wanted to use] the artistic skills that the students bring as
well as collaborating with the staff
to see something focused on internal reflection, which was an avenue
of outreach that we hadn’t explored
yet,” Test said. “[To be] able to do
that in a creative way within a creative setting was pretty important.”
Kalinoski said as a member of the
committee, she was assigned the

month of February as her month to
create something related to sexual
assault awareness. She said she was
interested in using mirrors and the
idea of “facing” oneself.
“It can be powerful for students
when they look at it to spread awareness, help victims and give self-confidence to students,” Kalinoski said.
Once she realized she was going to
need assistance with the art project,
Kalinoski said one of the committee
members reached out to art + design
students and found Hopkins.
Hopkins said she responded to
the committee’s request for student
assistance because she has a personal desire to help spread awareness about the issue.
“I thought it would be good for
me to get involved in something like
this as a personal way of healing
and to help others heal from things
like that,” Hopkins said.

xx SEE MIRRORS, PG.10
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Mirrors will be displayed in the lobbies of campus buildings throughout February to raise awareness of
sexual assaults on campus for the “Face It” project by Columbia’s Sexual Assault Awareness Committee.
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Student’s big idea creates Big Ideas Columbia
CARISSA DEGEN
Senior Campus Reporter
THE OFFICE OF Student Communica-

tions is teaming up with senior public relations major Kathryn Walters
to produce Big Ideas Columbia.
Big Ideas Columbia will be held
Feb. 26 from 4–6 p.m. at Film Row
Cinema in the 1104 S. Wabash
Ave. Building. The event will feature networking opportunities,
an alumni Q-and-A panel, a documentary screening and free food,
affording a student’s viewpoint on
what the college community views
as success.
Walters came up with the theme
and event in an introductory public relations course with Anne Marie Mitchell, associate professor
in the Communication and Media
Innovation Department.
“[Our class] had been studying internal communications and
stakeholder groups,” Mitchell said.
“When I saw that Dr. Kim was new
to the college and was making an
impact through communications in
a new and different way, we decided to study what he was doing and
what he had been doing at many
student events.”
The class became a practicum
class and offered ideas to the president’s office. From there, President
and CEO Kwang-Wu Kim offered to
sponsor Walters’ event and encouraged setting her up with Student
Communications to offer an intern-

ship experience to get the event up
and running.
“Big Ideas Columbia believes in
the Columbia College community
as a whole,” Walters said. “For this
event [the BIC team] wanted to take
the topic of success and use it as a
tool to begin conversation between
students and alumni because that
relationship has never seemed to be
a strong focus.”
Walters said strengthening the
relationship between current students and alumni and improving
communications between the two
groups of Columbia’s community would strengthen the college’s
overall success rate.
“I think [student/alumni relationships are] a missed opportunity
right now,” Walters said.
The event places a strong focus
on building these relationships,
Walters said. Similarly, she, along
with the Student Communications
team of videographers, graphic designers and photographers, worked
together to create a documentary to
screen at the event.
“We interviewed alumni and
current students about success,
what success is, their own journey
in success and [we tried] to focus on
community as well and how community impacts success and what
a successful community looks like,”
Walters said.
Nissan Wasfie, director of Student Communications, said the
documentary would allow the audi-

ence to walk away with new ideas of
how they define success.
“So often we associate financial
success with success or say some
sort of celebrity status with success,” Wasfie said. “I think we need
to re-examine that as a society but
even as a school of amazing artists
and creative folks, we need to take
a step back and talk about personal
success. What does it mean for you
to be successful?”
A Q-and-A panel of successful alumni will be part of BIC to
answer success questions and to
answer any other questions from
current students in the audience,
Walters said.
“I think what Kathryn [Walters]
is trying to say here is that you don’t
have to be in the public domain in
order to be successful,” Wasfie said.
Wasfie said he is excited that the
president and his staff recognized
a real talent in Walters as she is on
her way to success as well.
“She’s got her s--t together,”
Wasfie said. “She came in with an
idea [and] job descriptions of the
people she needed to get this thing
done. She’s highly motivated and
very organized.”
However, Walters credits the Student Communications staff equally.
“It really has been a team effort and it has to be,” Walters said.
“There’s no way I could have done
any of this on my own.”
cdegen@chroniclemail.com

Courtesy KATHRYN WALTERS
Senior public relations major Kathryn Walters, along with the Office of Student Communications, organized Big
Ideas Columbia, an event for students to learn what it means to be successful during and after college.
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Wednesday February 25
Wednesday Noon Guitar Concert Series* 12:00 pm
at the Conaway
Kerwin & Cash Duo and Combo 1*
5:30 pm
at Brasserie, 800 S Michigan Ave
Student Concert Series
7:00 pm

Friday February 27
Jazz Gallery in the Lobby*
Jazz Forum*

* Events marked with an
asterisk do not give Recital
Attendance Credit

7:00 pm

12:00 pm
2:00 pm
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Panelists discuss going ‘all in’ within artistic community
MEGAN BENNETT
Campus Reporter
LOCAL ARTISTS FROM a wide range

of disciplines and members of the
campus community gathered to
discuss the importance of creating
art and fostering an artistic community in Chicago.
A panel titled “All In: Making Art
and Community in Chicago” discussed these issues Feb. 17 at Stage
Two in the 618 S. Michigan Ave.
Building. The event occurred in conjunction with the current “Engage/
Connect” exhibit, a show of student
work running through March 6.

Felicia Holman, curator of “Engage/Connect,” served as the moderator for the panel discussion and
has attended similar talks at the
college in the past. She said they inspired what she had in mind when
she coordinated the show.
“It felt right for me as a part of my
guest curatorial commission to have
programming and events supporting the exhibition,” Holman said.
The panel, handpicked by Holman, included Chicago artists and
art administrators Baraka de Soleil,
Krista Franklin, Marie Casimir and
Carron Little. She said their work
has been recognized internationally

and their knowledge about community engagement is invaluable.
Mark Porter, exhibition coordinator in the Department of Exhibition & Performance Spaces, said
the panel mirrored Holman’s idea
of engaging and connecting talent.
Porter said hearing artists outside of the college talk about how
they interact with the community
is beneficial for students because
they have an external perspective.
The discussion emphasized creating community and noted the
importance of learning to build
relationships with local artists of
similar and different disciplines.

Nohemi Rosales THE CHRONICLE
Local artists visited the college Feb. 17 to discuss how to foster a creative community across the city through collaboration at a panel discussion titled “All In: Making Art
and Community in Chicago.” The panel was hosted at Stage Two in the 618 S. Michigan Ave. Building.

“I don’t know how to make art
other than [through collaboration],” said Franklin, an interdisciplinary artist and 2013 MFA alumna of the Center for Book and Paper
Arts. “It’s hard to even think about
art practice or creative work being
[done or created without collaborating with other artists].”
The audience and community
coordinator for the Dance Center,
de Soleil said artists may be talented, but a lack of involvement
with their colleagues hinders their
chances of a successful career.
“The moment an artist disconnects from a community or
doesn’t know how to collaborate,
that does not lead to sustainment,” de Soleil said.
Little, co-founder of the Out of
Site performance festival, spoke
mostly about the changes she wants
to see within the larger community
setting for artists and their rights to
earn a living.
“There is a problem here with
[seeing] the artist as a ‘starving artist.’” Little said. “I personally really
resent that term because we have a
right to having a living wage like every other profession.”
Little said she wants to see her
creative colleagues work with politicians to ensure that improvements to cultural policies are being made so artists can find work
in the city.
“This hierarchy has been created where institutions feel a lot

more comfortable giving money
to a designer or a consulting firm,”
Little said. “That is to the loss of
the artist and the creative community. We have to go out there
and rewrite the policies so we begin to invest in artists and our cities. When we do that, we create a
major difference.”
Viktor Givens, a first-year MFA
student in the Center for Book and
Paper Arts and a student artist featured in “Engage/Connect,” said
he came to the panel to interact
with other artists interested in the
collaborative process.
Givens said he is now learning the
importance of collaborating in his
own work, which he believes is vital
for art to reach its full potential.
“It has its positive challenges,”
Givens said. “You have to [learn to
collaborate] in order for the work to
bloom beyond conception.”
Givens said he does not believe Columbia properly provides
enough opportunities to collaborate across majors, and de Soleil
said he hopes to see working between disciplines becomes more of
a focus in arts education.
“The notion of collaboration—if
it was [made essential] in education and in practice, that would
shift the complete dynamic of hierarchy, the complete dynamic of
how people think about power,” de
Soleil said.
mbennett@chroniclemail.com

The School of Liberal Arts and Sciences Announces the

ATTENTION STUDENTS:

Are you an illustrator? Do you have your pulse on-and
something to say about-the historical, cultural, and
political issues taking place in the world?

Submit an original political cartoon for the 2015 Paula F.
Pfeffer & Cheryl Johnson-Odim Political Cartoon Contest
for your chance to win a cash prize. A panel of judges from
various academic departments will select five cartoons
from the pool of submissions, and then award cash prizes
to the students who created them. The First Place winner
will receive $550, Second Place will receive $450, Third
Place will receive $350, and two Honorable Mention
winners will each receive $250.
In addition to cash prizes, all winners receive a certificate
and will be honored at a reception on Tuesday, April 28, at
the Columbia College Chicago Library.

Above: last year’s winning entry from YUNJING LI

SUBMISSIONS:

Both single-panel and multi-panel cartoons are acceptable
for this contest. Submitted cartoons must be drawn or
printed on 8.5x11 white paper. Please include your full
name, address, phone number, student ID number, and
email address on the back of the entry. You can submit up
to five cartoons, and you can win more than one prize if
you submit more than one cartoon.
HAND-DELIVER OR MAIL YOUR SUBMISSIONS TO:

Oscar Valdez
Re: Political Cartoon Contest
Department of Humanities, History, and Social Sciences
624 S. Michigan Ave.
10th floor, Suite 1000

For more information, visit colum.edu/PCC or contact Dr.
Teresa Prados-Torreira, tprados-torreira@colum.edu or
312-369-7567.

Sponsored by the Department of Humanities, History, and Social Sciences
in collaboration with The Columbia Chronicle.

THE DEADLINE TO SUBMIT CARTOONS IS
FRIDAY, APRIL 10
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Fandom fanatics to host CG2 convention
CARISSA DEGEN
Senior Campus Reporter
WITCHES, WIZARDS AND other magical
beings from the college’s Muggles
Association, Whovian Society and
Japanese Anime Club student organizations will gather April 17 and
18 for their second annual Columbia Geek Culture Gala, otherwise
known as CG2.
The convention, to be held at
Stage Two in the 618 S. Michigan
Ave. Building, is celebrating another year of fandoms. The organizations are working on panels,
screenings, presentations, workshops, cosplay and an Artist Alley
submission panel for anyone to
attend. CG2 will be free for Columbia-affiliated attendees with
a $5 admission fee at the door for
non-Columbia visitors.
“[CG2] was started last year by
our former president of the Muggles
Association with the Japanese Anime Club and the Whovian Society,”
said Megan Ammer, a senior journalism major and current president
of the Muggles Association. “Basically, they wanted to give an alternative to C2E2 in Chicago for students
who couldn’t afford to go.”
C2E2 is a widely renowned pop
culture convention that spans topics from comics, movies, television, toys, anime, manga and video
games. Columbia’s CG2 has many
similarities despite following one
major theme, Ammer said.

“We really want this convention
to be for Columbia, by Columbia,”
Ammer said.
In order to make the event student-led, Ammer said students from

Columbia artists can submit
work to the event’s Artist Alley—a
display of the different pins and
pictures of their chosen fandom—
until March 1, Gernaat said.

I think last year, everyone was
just setting things up and this
year will be bigger and better.”
— Sydne Gernaat
the three organizations will host all
of the discussion panels, and any
artwork or screenings at the event
will be created by students as well.
The event will include celebrity
guest speakers that the Muggles
Association plans to announce on
its Facebook page closer to Spring
Break, Ammer said. In addition
to the discussions, Ammer said
two students will present fandom films and there will be student artwork displayed for sale
as well as games and opportunities to meet other cosplayers and
fandom fanatics.
Sydne Gernaat, a sophomore cinema art + science major, said they
plan toy bring in a wider audience
by limiting the artwork to fan art
submitted only by students.
“I think last year, everyone was
just setting things up and establishing it, so this year, it’s just going to
get bigger and better,” Gernaat said.

Hosting a convention and creating a space for the various fandom
clubs to use to celebrate their passions creates a more open and safe
space for students with such interests, Gernaat said.
“A lot of times [the club members] will get into these conversations that sometimes will just spiral into other conversations, and
before you know it, you’re not just
talking about characters or settings—they feel like real people,”
Gernaat said. “You’re discussing all
these character traits, things you
admire, things you hate. It’s almost
philosophical at times.”
Tabitha Rees, a sophomore business & entrepreneurship major and
secretary and event coordinator of
the Muggles Association, agreed
with Gernaat, saying the clubs allow the students involved to open
up, be themselves and find friends
at the college with similar interests.

Courtesy TABITHA REES
Muggles Association president Megan Ammer cosplays as Louise from Bob’s Burgers at the 2014 CG2 Convention
where all types of student-produced fan art is displayed and for sale at the event. The 2015 CG2 Convention will be
held April 17 and 18 at Stage Two in the 618 S. Michigan Ave. Building.

“[CG2 is] like a community gathering for people like us,” Rees said.
“Everyone who joins the club is
geeky and nerdy. We make friends
through fandoms and things like

that, so this [convention] is a day to
celebrate [our similar interests and
bring us together].”
cdegen@chroniclemail.com

GET TOGETHER

& GATHER UP

EXPERIENCE LIFE
FROM EVERY ANGLE.
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Continued from Front Page

First introduced three semesters
ago, the office hours began as a way
for Kim to get involved with the
student body. The hours provide an
opportunity for Kim to become acquainted with individual students
from all areas of the college and
learn about the things that matter
to them most, Kim said.
Students are welcome to discuss
anything from departmental issues
to post-graduation planning during
the meeting. Unaware of what is
discussed prior to the meetings,
Kim said one of his favorite parts
about speaking with students is
seeing what topics students bring
to the table.
“One of my favorite aspects of
student office hours is the unexpected,” Kim said. “The diversity of experiences our students
speak with me about is a vivid
reminder of the diversity of our
student community.”
According to Kim, this is an opportunity that not many schools
are able to offer their students. He
said some questioned him when he
first mentioned the idea of president-student office hours to colleagues at other universities.
That thought never crossed his
mind when it came to speaking with
students at Columbia, he said. Part
of the reason why the college’s system works particularly well could
be a mutual background in the arts,
which could allow for a more open
line of communication, he said.

10 • February 23, 2015

Another contributing factor is the
willingness of students to discuss
the issues that are most important
to them, he said, characterizing Columbia students as individuals who
are both excited and passionate
about their education.

hours. That was awesome.”
Senior theatre major Lissette
Hall met with Kim last year to
talk about improving the wellness
community at the college, as well
as the college’s strategic planning
process. According to Hall, keeping

One of my favorite aspects of student
office hours is the unexpected.”
— Kwang-Wu Kim
B.J. Allen, a graduate student in
the Interdisciplinary Arts Department, met with Kim during his office hours last semester to discuss
the availability of graduate student
resources and facilities. Specific
concerns included the condition of
graduate studio spaces, which she
said are limited.
“I wanted to talk to Dr. Kim to
let him know how frustrating that
was,” Allen said.
Though Allen has not seen any
immediate solution to the issue she
presented, she said she was pleased
with the opportunity that she got to
talk to someone who was receptive
to her concerns. Allen was able to
schedule an appointment to show
Kim the studios, which she thinks
was helpful for him to understand
what students were working with.
“I don’t know of any particular
action that he was able to take,” Allen said. “But he was an extremely
good listener and asked me questions, and I really appreciated his
time and that he had open office

open communication lines between
students and the administration is
necessary for ensuring the college’s
standards remain high.
“At a university like Columbia,
it’s easy to get lost in all the student services and the currently
confusing way that some programs
function,” Hall said. “It’s nice to be
able to share that with Dr. Kim so
hopefully those [things] can be improved and we can really raise the
bar at Columbia.”
There is currently a waiting list for
students interested in scheduling a
meeting, and based on the strong interest, the administration is considering an expansion for the semester.
“These conversations inspire me
to continue to keep our student experiences front and center as I make
key decisions about the college with
the senior management team and
board of trustees,” Kim said. “I am
very much looking forward to my upcoming meetings this semester.”
svinton@chroniclemail.com

xx FUNK

Continued from PG. 3

“It’s like having a job, but it’s a lot
of fun and it’s a great opportunity to
really learn what it’s like to produce
a show,” Pivato said.
Each student is given the opportunity to work a different aspect of
each show on a rotating basis. Students do tasks from booking the
bands to marketing the event to setting up the show and seeing that it
runs smoothly, Pivato said.
Though the semester and the series just began, the class has been

xx MIRRORS

Continued from PG. 3

Hopkins said it was not only a
good experience collaborating with
a fellow student, but also with the
committee’s staff members.
“They were really supportive and
very excited,” Hopkins said. “They
let us just go with it and there was
a lot of anticipation on their part to
see what we came up with.”
Test said the issue of sexual assault is important for both students
and staff to work on together.
“It’s a good idea to have a multitude of voices and different representation to show that this is a
community-wide issue,” Test said.
“It doesn’t just affect students. It
doesn’t just affect staff. In order to
use the artistic creativity the students have while also bringing in the
support side that the staff can bring
provides a helpful, symbiotic relationship in terms of the outreach.”

working to produce a series that the
campus community can get excited
about. According to Adriana Prieto,
a graduate student in the Business
& Entrepreneurship Department
responsible for the social media promotion of the events, the class has already seen some encouraging results.
“We’ve been here for only four
weeks, but it’s been great,” Prieto
said. “We can put this on our resume, and this is a great opportunity to reach external media and
other sources in real life.”
svinton@chroniclemail.com
Hopkins said she hopes that
these mirrors inspire whoever sees
them to become more educated on
the issue.
“I hope they see themselves and
see that this is something that happens to real people,” Hopkins said.
Hopkins said she hopes the college continues to try to make sexual
assault a topic of priority. Creating
this committee is a step in the right
direction, but Columbia still needs
to make improvements with getting
students more involved in the conversation, she said.
“Sexual assault is an epidemic that is continuing to happen on
campuses, and as a culture; it’s
something that we need to spread
awareness to help stop or help to
support and not just have bystanders,” Kalinoski said. “If we’re all educated on it, hopefully we can help
people prevent it.”
mbennett@chroniclemail.com
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ABBY SEITZ

Sports & Health Reporter
DESPITE THE LAUNCH of President

Barack Obama’s “Educate to Innovate” initiative in late 2009—an
effort made to expand science,
technology,
engineering
and
math education and exposure to
students—enrollment in STEM
coursework is still significantly higher among male students
than females. New research from
the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign reveals that the
gender gap is even greater in Illinois, where only 15.4 percent of
high school girls are enrolled in
STEM courses, compared to 30.8
percent nationwide.
“[The gap may exist because] females may not have considered a
career in STEM or they may not—
at home or through other popular
media—have seen themselves [represented] in STEM-related fields,”
said Donald Hackmann, a co-au-

thor of the study and an Education
Policy, Organization and Leadership professor at U of I. “I think
helping females to be more aware of
the opportunities that are available
to them is a really good approach.
There’s a lot of societal expectations that we are still dealing with
and will still continue to deal with
unless we carefully and overtly address these concerns.”
U of I’s Pathways Resource
Center, which provides resources
to students and school districts,
released the study. Hackmann,
the director of the Pathways Resource Center, and co-authors Joel
Malin and Asia Fuller Hamilton,
compiled Illinois State Board of
Education data and career and
technical education enrollment information from the U.S. Department
of Education.
“We feel that having a diverse
workforce with individuals from
different genders, racial and ethnic backgrounds, we feel that ulti-

mately, that will make our economy
stronger, and that [is] ultimately
what we should shoot for,” Malin
said. “We want to make sure each
career area, each possible avenue
for students or for adults, can be
pursued by individuals from all different backgrounds. We feel that
will be a good thing for our society.”
The study included recommendations and strategies for state
policymakers to eliminate the gender gap such as improving data
collection systems for more transparent reviews, as well as providing incentives to school districts
that are successful at increasing
female enrollment in traditionally
male-dominated fields.
“We feel there are a number of
things that educators can do as
well,” Malin said. “We’ve been highlighting some of the things that are
happening around the state, for
example, putting on conferences

xx SEE STEM, PG. 14

GENDER EQUITY IN STEM EDUCATION
High School Enrollment Percentages
Female
Male
SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING AND MATHEMATICS

Illinois

15.4%

84.6%
30.8%

US

69.2%

AGRICULTURE, FOOD AND NATURAL RESOURCES
36.6%

Illinois

63.4%

41.6%

US

58.4%

TRANSPORTATION, DISTRIBUTION AND LOGISTICS

Illinois
US

7.3%
13.5%

92.7%
86.5%

Information from U.S. Department of Education,
Office of Career, Technical and Adult Education

Cassidy Johnson THE CHRONICLE

Illinois falls behind nation
in STEM gender equity

Columbia gets ‘CrossFit’

Kaitlin Hetterscheidt THE CHRONICLE
Columbia has partnered with South Loop Strength & Conditioning to offer CrossFit, a hybrid exercise program.

NANCY COOPER
Sports & Health Reporter
CROSSFIT IS IN the running to be of-

fered as a new fitness program for
Columbia students this semester.
The college is entering a trial
partnership with the South Loop
Strength & Conditioning CrossFit
facility, located at 645 S. Clark St.

MONDAY, FEB. 23

CrossFit is a fitness program developed to offer a complete full-body
workout that incorporates fitness
elements of weightlifting, cardio
and core training.
According to the South Loop
Strength & Conditioning website,
the CrossFit exercise program is
very challenging, and while the
staff firmly believes in appropriate

TUESDAY, FEB. 24

programming that is individualized for each participant, students
will be asked to safely push themselves to uncomfortable places as
they progress with the help of the
coaching staff.
Mark Brticevich, Columbia’s coordinator of Fitness, Athletics and
Recreation, said the college is very
excited to offer CrossFit as a new
program that will provide students
with another way to be active.
“When you look at CrossFit as
a whole, it’s not meant for the absolute beginner,” Brticevich said.
“But kids who have been exercising
who want to increase their aerobic
capacity, endurance, strength or explosiveness—or are just bored—the
more variety you can put into a routine, the more likely you are to stick
to it and the more likely your body is
going to respond.”
Although CrossFit is meant to be
fun, the intense regimen is geared
toward people seeking to go beyond

their comfort zones in order to
achieve noticeable results.
South Loop Strength & Conditioning lists four CrossFit philosophies on its website: the challenge
level needs to be modifiable to the
participants’ current level of fitness, the program needs to be based
upon full body movements and also
needs to be fun and engaging, as
well as open to regular testing.
“It’s really a mental game,” said
Stephanie Burda, a junior television major and student manager for
Fitness, Athletics and Recreation
at Columbia. “It addresses a need
for personal transformation that
I think a lot of our students will be
able to focus in on. Our students
are very dedicated, especially with
their careers and concentrations,
so to be able to apply [that dedication] toward fitness and self-care is
a really important philosophy that
students will be able to relate to.”
Burda said one exciting aspect of

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 25

Columbia’s partnership with South
Loop Strength & Conditioning is
that it is the first collaboration that
the Fitness, Athletics and Recreation faculty have organized outside of on-campus facilities.
Columbia hosted its first CrossFit event at South Loop Strength &
Conditioning’s facility on Feb. 20
in hopes that the turnout would be
successful and students would enjoy the intense workout.
“We want to see what the interest is all about [and] what kind
of rates we can get,” Brticevich
said.“They are looking to expand
business and we are looking to
give other types of programming options to students, so it
may grow.”
Summer Diab, a sophomore journalism major, said it is nice to have
more programming options and
places to work out.

xx SEE CROSSFIT, PG. 14

FRIDAY, FEB. 27

Chicago Bulls
vs. Milwaukee Bucks

Chicago Blackhawks
vs. Florida Panthers

Northwestern Wildcats vs.
Indiana Hoosiers

Chicago Blackhawks
vs. Tampa Bay Lightning

Time : 7:00 p.m.
Place : United Center
Where to watch : CSNC

Time : 7:30 p.m.
Place : United Center
Where to watch : CSNC

Time : 6:00 p.m.
Place : Welsh-Ryan Arena
Where to watch : BTN

Time : 6:30 p.m.
Place : Amalie Arena
Where to watch : CSN
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JAMESON SWAIN

Sport: Baseball Team/School: Columbia Renegades

His airness reaches 52 years, not points
MINNESOTA TIMBERWOLVES GUARD

Zach LaVine wore a “Space Jam”
jersey during this year’s NBA dunk
competition, but should have carried a sign around that said “Happy
Birthday” to the real dunk champion and the man who wore the
jersey best, especially in the iconic
1996 Looney Toons-starring film—
Chicago hero Michael Jordan.
His airness—the man who
jumped from the free throw line,
double-clutched a ball palmed in
his right hand and slammed it into
the basket to win the dunk competition in 1988—turned 52 on Feb. 17
this year.
The class of 2009 Hall of Famer
who brought six championships via
two three-peats is considered one
of the greatest, if not the greatest of
all time.
Sir Altitude racked up a Finals
MVP award every year he won a
championship—aka every year that
he competed.
He has enough awards and accolades to cover a court from baseline
to baseline: He is a five-time league
MVP, 11-time All-Star and the
Chicago Bulls’ all-time leading
scorer, but that’s not even the half
of it. With such an inimitable track
record, who wouldn’t want to be
like Mike?

Forget about the fact that he
took a year off to play baseball or
that he retired again before coming
back to dominate the league once
more. The 6-foot-6 guard and small
forward boasts an impressive
32,292 points on nearly 50 percent
shooting—just another reason his
name has gone down in history.
His grace with the ball and
ability to shoot while falling after
practically years of hang time
showed how advanced his game
was compared to other players in
his era.
Regardless of whether people
can agree on if he is better than
Magic Johnson, Kobe Bryant, LeBron James or any other professional basketball player, Air Jordan’s
game is elite.
However, celebrating a member
of basketball royalty’s birthday is
about more than regarding Jordan
as one of the greatest.
He is an icon. Growing up, he
was the first player who non-basketball fans I spoke to could name
because he was a celebrity in
tons of advertisements, but more
importantly because he changed
the game for basketball fans
everywhere who were able to see
him play. He created a legacy for
himself and proved time and time

again that he was the best man on
the court with the ball. He inspired
players to learn and practice his
moves on the court, and he ignited
a fire in the hearts of Bulls fans that
still burns today.
Whether it’s hometown-hero
Derrick Rose, who brings life to the
United Center every time he beats
a defender to the basket, or rising
star Jimmy Butler, who competes
hard on the court while being a
role model off the court, Bulls
fans know that any great player
to emerge from the team will be
compared to the man whose No. 23
jersey hangs retired at the UC.
It’s like Magic Johnson once
said: “There’s Michael Jordan and
then there is the rest of us.”
ahaleem@chroniclemail.com

WEEKLY WORKOUT
BEGINNER INTERMEDIATE ADVANCED

WARRIOR
POSE

LOU FOGLIA
Senior Photo Editor
THE WARRIOR POSE develops balance
and improves core strength. This
exercise is known to stretch the abdomen, chest and shoulders.
To achieve the warrior pose:
1. Begin in mountain pose. Spread
the legs wider than the shoulders.
2. Guide the hands to the midsection. Rotate the hips and right leg
90 degrees.
3. While maintaining balance, rotate the left leg and left foot outward
45 degrees.
4. Maintain the position and guide
the chest to the right, keeping the
hips centered.
5. Inhale with palms together before
moving the arms above the head.
6. Exhale while bringing the right
knee to a 90-degree angle. Let the
body’s weight stretch the back of
the right leg.
7. Rotate and repeat the exercise
with the opposite leg.
Kaitlin Hetterscheidt THE CHRONICLE
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NANCY COOPER
Sports & Health Reporter
JAMESON SWAIN, A junior journal-

ism major, transferred to Columbia during the Fall 2014 semester
and joined the Renegades baseball
team to play the sport he’s loved his
whole life. The Huntington Beach,
California, native started playing
baseball at 4 years old after watching his older brother take up the
sport and after spending time playing catch with his grandfather in
their backyard.
From there, Swain stayed active
with baseball throughout his youth
and into high school. After suffering
multiple injuries during his freshman and junior years, a broken leg
brought his baseball career to a halt
during his senior year. After years
of hard work and rehabilitation,
Swain is back on the field and determined to succeed as a member of
the Renegades.
The Chronicle spoke with Swain
about his Columbia expectations,
his new role among the Renegades
and his lasting love for the game.

THE CHRONICLE: What position do

you play?

JAMESON SWAIN: I played center
field and first base last fall, but I will
play wherever I’m needed.
Did you have a favorite baseball
memory of when you were little?
I remember in T-ball my first or
second year playing organized Little League. I was playing second
base and there was a ball hit to me
that I caught in the air. I tagged the
runner that was passing and then I
tagged the base. So I had an unassisted triple play, which was very
unique. That’s something I haven’t
forgotten about.

What is your favorite thing about attending professional baseball games?
The respect that I have for professional players and seeing what they
do 162 games straight across six,
seven months a year. It’s a grind. I
like going with my family and being in the seats and talking with
my dad about the game. Even now,
I will give him a call. It’s very common ground between my family
and myself.

What do you love about baseball?
I love everything about baseball. I dedicated my life to it. It’s a
team-oriented sport. It’s difficult,
it challenges me and I love being
out there on the field with the guys.
There’s no real feeling, for me, quite
like being out there, coming into the
dugout, scoring a run or just getting
pumped up with my teammates. It’s
a good time.

Why did you major in journalism and
not pursue baseball professionally?
Baseball on a professional level is
very difficult. It was the last game of
my senior year and my good friend
hit the ball really hard up the third
base line and [the player] caught it
and tagged out the runner. My senior year I broke my leg pretty badly
and had to have surgery on it. I rehabbed really hard to try and make
it back for one more game because
I thought that was going to be it for
me. It was a very emotional time for
me. My heart never left the game,
though. That is why I want to do
journalism. I want to be involved
with sports some way, and I figured
that was my way in. I came to Columbia and found out they have a
club team and now here I am.

What would you like to get out of your
time here at Columbia?
I’d like to get more experience in the
journalism field. I feel like this is a
very good sports market as far as
[there being] plenty of teams— pro,
college, whatever you name it. I feel
like there’s a lot of a good options
as far as career and getting aligned
with something that may turn out
to be a job.

What is it like being on the Renegades baseball team?
It’s awesome. The first game last
fall was somewhat surreal. When I
broke my leg, I thought that was it.
I didn’t think I would be stepping
back onto a field, especially into a
team aspect. It is very fun. All the
guys are really cool and some of my
best friends are on the team now.
It has given me a lot and I am very
glad to be a part of it.
ncooper@chroniclemail.com
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Women report more concussions than male athletes
NANCY COOPER
Sports & Health Reporter
THE NFL CONCUSSION litigation by
retired players who sustained lasting injuries has sparked discussion
about male athletes and the effects
of sustaining a concussion at a
young age. However, the sporting
world seems to have overlooked female athletes.
In recent weeks, commentators,
like The Washington Post’s Marjorie Snyder, have called for greater
awareness of the statistical finding
that young female athletes are more
likely to endure a concussion than
male athletes.
A 2011 study published in The
American Journal of Sports Medicine found that female high school
sports teams had concussion rates
that were similar to or higher than
the male sports teams. Researchers
gathered data from 25 schools in a
large public high school system. All
of the schools used an electronic
medical record-keeping program
and had an athletic trainer available for games and practices where
they would electronically record all
daily injuries.
Dr. Andrew Lincoln, lead author of the study and director of
the Sports Medicine Research
Center for the MedStar Health
Research Institute, Maryland,
said the most likely driver may be
related to differences in skeletal
and muscular structure between

TNS Newswire
A woman aide undergoes a series of performance concussion tests to determine whether she suffered a serious concussion that would prohibit her from playing sports.

the sexes. For instance, men’s
frames are generally larger than
women’s, and their skulls have
the ability to absorb more of the
energy generated by impacts in
contact sports.
Elena Bernstein, a sophomore
biology major at the University of
Illinois at Chicago and member of
the women’s soccer team, said she
experienced her first minor concussion while playing in an exhibition game last fall.
“Everyone is kind of different
and [concussions] affect people in
many different ways,” Bernstein
said. “I went up for a header, the ball

hit my head and I just hit it wrong.
My positioning was wrong and it
just messed me up. I was out for a
solid month and a week.”
Later that evening, Bernstein
developed a headache but said she
thought it may have been caused by
dehydration due to the hot weather.
The morning following the game,
she woke up experiencing problems
with her vision.
“My vision didn’t go blurry, but I
started seeing random spots,” Bernstein said. “Then right after, my left
side—from my arm to about my left
calf down— started to tingle.”
Bernstein said even upon re-

turning to play, she continued
to experience concussion-related symptoms, such as sensitivity to light, difficulty focusing in
classes and numbness on her left,
which prohibited her from practicing soccer with full contact.
Bernstein said she was skeptical
that she had sustained serious
head trauma.
“I have been playing soccer since
I was 11 and I have done many,
many headers throughout the
years—and even had some collisions—but nothing to the extreme
where I needed to get out of the
game,” Bernstein said. “My coaches

play soccer, too, so either they have
had concussions or know their fair
share of people who have.”
Jeff Mjaanes, director of the Chicago Sports Concussion Clinic at
Rush University Medical Center,
said it has been well established by
researchers that, in general, girls
sustain concussions at a higher rate
than boys.
“Girls soccer in general has a
higher rate of concussions than
boys soccer,” Mjaanes said. “Part of
the challenge here is if an athlete is
not honest about their symptoms,
we may miss concussions.”
Mjaanes said about 85 percent of
concussions may go undiagnosed
because of athletes being untruthful about their injury symptoms.
According to Mjaanes there is
reason to believe female athletes
are more likely to report symptoms
of injuries that would remove them
from a game than male athletes.
This could be one contributing
factor to the statistical difference
between male and female athletes
reflected in the research.
“Some women and girls might be
more in tune with their body, and
so they recognize symptoms that
might be different and might be
more likely to say something, and
that is also a possibility,” Mjaanes
said. “In general [though,] we
don’t know specifically why this
difference occurs.”
ncooper@chroniclemail.com
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“It’s been apparent for quite a
while that in other studies that
have been going on, that simple ratio couldn’t possibly be the primer
that was the major difference,” Davies said. “There’s all these different species [of bacteria] within the
phylum which have many different
metabolic properties and make different metabolites. It’s not surprising that in the end, it was too crude
of a measure.”
Davies said that in recent years,
researchers have attempted to
hone in on particular species or
metabolic pathways—specific types
of chemical reactions—that might
help clue them in to how different
types of nutrients are processed
in the gut. The complexity of the
puzzle is compounded by the fact
that, similar to the way diseases
like obesity are the result of many
contributing factors, it is likely that
multiple metabolic pathways are
involved and may play important
roles for some people but not for
others. The types of pathways and
metabolites that are produced depends on the present bacteria’s genetic profile, according to Pollard.
“Bacteria do a lot more than other organisms,” Pollard said. “The
problem with saying, ‘If you have
this type of bacteria you’re more
likely to be obese,’ is that [there are]
factors that make the genomes of
bacteria very dynamic. That even
knowing that you have a particular species doesn’t tell me for sure

what that species can do. We just
know it’s there, but we don’t know
what it’s doing.”
According to Thomas Sharpton,
an assistant professor in the departments of microbiology and statistics at Oregon State University,
extracting the DNA from a microbial community and then fragmenting it in order to digitally represent
its sequences and reference them
against preexisting data can help
to determine what biological functions the bacteria might be able
to perform.
“For example, we might determine that one particular sequence
encodes a gene for which we know
something about, given other organisms we studied previously,”
Sharpton said. “We may be able to
infer the biological function.”
Even with the ability to sequence
the bacterial genome to a point
where researchers may be able to
glean information about the specific functions of certain genetic
codes, Pollard said it only takes minor changes in the genome to radically alter how a microbe interacts
with its host.
“I actually do think there is some
relationship with obesity, microbiome and diet, it’s just not as
straightforward as the percentage
of a particular phylum,” Pollard
said. “So there are some associations with particular genes and
with particular species or strains.
It’s just not as simple, unfortunately, as it originally appeared.”
mgreen@chroniclemail.com

xx STEM

Continued from PG. 11

so that they can be exposed to other areas and see what their interests might be. Things like summer
bridge programs can make a big
difference, and having non-traditional role models who can come in
and talk about what they’re doing
and what their job entails. We think
these are some of the things that
can make a big difference.”
According to Hackmann, school
districts should also ensure they
are encouraging female enrollment
in STEM coursework.
“As school officials look at their
programs, consider their practices
as well [to ensure they are not] doing anything that may be discouraging females from considering careers in STEM fields,” Hackmann
said. “It may not be overt. It may
be simple things like materials that
students are looking at. Are females
represented in materials as well so
they can see there is a role for them
in STEM fields? Little things [like
that] may increase access and female awareness and understanding
that the STEM fields may be something for them.”
University-supported programs
such as the University of Illinois
at Chicago’s Women in Science
and Engineering Program work to
encourage and empower girls to
consider STEM career paths and
college majors, according to WISE
Program Director Veronica Arreola. Through WISE’s pre-college
program, UIC students and faculty

work with girls in the Chicago area
through outreach programs and
mentorships to provide support
for female students who are interested in science and engineering.
The disparity can be attributed to
science’s perception in media and
society, according to Arreola.
“Our society does a pretty poor
job of talking [about] what scientists and engineers do,” Arreola
said. “I think there’s a misunderstanding as to what that means.
This pushes us to rely on stereotypes like the mad scientist with
the crazy hair and the white lab coat
and the glasses being in a laboratory by himself, usually male. That’s
the purpose of our outreach program—to get out there and break
some stereotypes.”
The gap in achievement on standardized tests, such as the ACT and
SAT, is much more narrow between
boys and girls, although a disparity
in course enrollment remains, according to Arreola.
“More boys are taking physics
and more girls are taking biology-type courses, especially when
you look at AP courses,” Arreola
said. “I think that’s something that
schools need to address. I don’t
think schools should just simply
say, ‘Well, the boys are choosing
that and the girls are choosing that.’
I asked a high school teacher once
and they were like, ‘That’s just what
happens.’ I think we need to stop
saying that’s just what happens and
inquire what’s going on there.”

xx CROSSFIT

Continued from PG. 11

“I have always liked exercising
with a group, and it makes me want
to work out better,” Diab said. “I
think students would benefit if we
[implemented] this because more
students would exercise and be motivated to work out.”
Although CrossFit seems to be
aimed toward those who are more
physically active, Diab said that
should not deter students from taking on a new, challenging option.
“I think if people are up for a
challenge and think they can do it
and want to try it out [even though]
it’s intense, it is OK to try and see if
they like it,” Diab said.
Burda said she wanted to cater
the event toward athletes and fitness enthusiasts, which resulted
in the introductory CrossFit class
being a little more specialized than
future events will be. However,
Burda said she wanted to stress the
importance of building a community because Columbia is not known
for athletics.
“We are not going to ever be a
school that is [primarily focused
on] athletics, but we do want to
stress that everyone can participate in self-care and fitness,” Burda
said. “It doesn’t matter what your
concentration is, what your age is.
even though CrossFit is challenging and takes a lot of mental stress
and awareness, people of all ages do
this activity.”

aseitz@chroniclemail.com

ncooper@chroniclemail.com
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Ariel Pink shows
strange on stage

Lou Foglia THE CHRONICLE
Los Angeles musician Ariel Pink blows kisses to audience members in his spikey rhinestone stilettos, Feb. 17 during his sold-out show at Thalia Hall, 1807 S. Allport St.

Courtesy MAURA BREWER

Rational Dress Society’s ungendered jumpsuits come in black or white and short-or long-sleeves.

Rational Dress Society’s JUMPSUIT
jumps up new Kickstarter campaign
BAXTER BARROWCLIFF
Arts & Culture Editor
THE RATIONAL DRESS Society, a collaborative clothing company, launched
a Kickstarter campaign in February
to fund the production of its Chicago-made jumpsuits to alter the way
people think about fashion.
The Rational Dress Society is a
collaboration between New Yorkbased visual artist Maura Brewer
and Chicago-based fashion designer Abigail Glaum-Lathbury. The
duo, which borrows its name from a
Victorian-era dress reform organization, premiered its JUMPSUIT,
capitalizing word to brand their
product, during New York Fashion
Week in September 2014 by giving
a lecture on the history of revolutionary dress while a model wearing their ungendered, single-item
line stood on a rotating platform.
Through conversations about
dress, economy and self-expression, the pair developed the idea of
a jumpsuit worn for any occasion
as means of clearing out consumers’ closets and preventing the purchase of clothing made under “dubious” labor practices, Brewer said.
Brewer said Rational Dress Society’s JUMPSUIT is a piece of art
meant to induce a conversation, but
it is also important to the creators
that it is seen as a garment to be
bought and worn by consumers.
“I would like to emphasize that
[the] JUMPSUIT is a wearable

garment that we sell,” Brewer said.
“But it is also a series of ideas.
JUMPSUIT is both a garment and
an apparatus that produces a conversation about our relationship to
dress. What JUMPSUIT primarily
does is operate as a space in which
you and I and other people can reimagine a different relationship to
clothes and fashion inasmuch as
it stands in for larger structures of
commodity culture.”
Glaum-Lathbury said just like
Rational Dress Society, the concept
for the JUMPSUIT was a collaboration and in large part is the product of an intern who spent hours
searching the Internet for jumpsuits for Glaum-Lathbury to draw
inspiration from for her own personalized designs.
“I had her looking at categories from work wear to Jean Paul
Gaultier jumpsuits, menswear
jumpsuits, women’s wear jumpsuits, everything,” Glaum-Lathbury
said. “The idea behind JUMPSUIT
is that you can replace all of your
clothes in perpetuity, which means
that you must be able to wear it for
everything … there’s a lot of important notes that the garment has to
hit to function, you have to be able
to wear it to dinner, to the movies,
to function as a garment you can
wear as a steel worker.”
The garment itself is currently available in black or white, as

SPENCER HALL
Arts & Culture Reporter
ON A NIGHT when Sleater-Kinney’s

reunion show had just as much
star power, Chicago’s rock misfits
flocked to Thalia Hall, 1807 S. Allport St., for the sold-out performance of lo-fi rocker Ariel Pink on
Feb. 17.
Ariel Pink, the Los Angeles artist
known for his avant garde style and
androgynous stage presence reminiscent of the ‘70s outfits worn by
David Johansen of the New York
Dolls, made a stop in Chicago as
part of his “Pom Pom” tour in support of his critically acclaimed album of the same name—the first
Ariel Pink album that does not use
the lengthy moniker, Ariel Pink’s
Haunted Graffiti.
Confusing yet surprisingly satisfying, the show hooked the audience
the second Ariel Pink’s opening act,
Jimmy Whispers—a Chicago native whose debut album Summer in
Pain comes out March 24—stepped
foot on stage like a sudden tornado
of wackiness and fun. Sporting a red

dress, climbing on anything in sight
and crowd-surfing at least three
times, Whispers’ performance certainly set the stage for the craziness
to come. Even though he performed
with his phone in place of a supporting band, Whispers got the attention of the college-aged crowd
with his chaotic and hilarious stage
presence, oftentimes screaming
things at audience members like,
“This song’s about getting high ya
little stoners.”
Whispers’ too-short half-hour
set ended on a high note in which
he played Louis Armstrong’s “What
a Wonderful World” and forced
audience members to slow dance
with one another. The show’s second opener, Jack Name, killed the
energy with its lack of stage presence and complicated, repetitive
music. This did not last long once
Ariel Pink took the stage, turning
the lackluster crowd’s enthusiasm
back up.
If the night’s tone was not already
clear thanks to Whispers, Ariel
Pink and his six-piece band of characters cleared any doubt that the

show was not going to be an average
strum-and-sing rock concert. Ariel
Pink—bare-chested and outfitted
in glittery purple booty shorts, an
unflattering potbelly and spikey
rhinestone stilettos that could rival
Gene Simmons—joined his band,
which included a keyboardist in a
lucha libre mask and a drummer
wearing an unflattering two-piece
bikini and cowboy hat. The band
opened with “White Freckles” from
pom pom.
Although he ran around with his
dimply back and plumber’s crack
peeking out for the entirety of the
show, there was something captivating about Ariel Pink’s performance. While many of Ariel Pink’s
lyrics are more humorous, such
as “Jell-O,” with lyrics “I believe
in reincarnation/ That’s why I
eat Jell-O/ It’s good for the stomach,” Ariel Pink brought out a rare
glimpse of a different side to the
song with the ballad “Picture Me
Gone,” which brought out the lighters in the crowded venue.

xx SEE PINK, PG. 24

xx SEE JUMPSUIT, PG. 24
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Comics from Columbia’s best and brightest,
Edited by: Andrea Cannon, Senior Graphic Designer
and Zelda Galewsky, Contributing Comics Editor
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THE TV CROSSWORD
by Jacqueline E. Mathews
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1
6
9
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ACROSS
Actress __ Duke
Tillis or Tormé
Blaze residue
“Get __”

44
45
46
47

“Give it __!”; plea to a windbag
Foyt or Unser
Sushi bar dish
Lucy’s landlady

ACROSS
Actress __ Duke
Tillis or Tormé
Blaze residue
“Get __”
Take illegally
Series set at a Boston bar
Droop
One of the Gosselin sextuplets
“The __ Movie”; Len Cariou film
“__ Lonesome I Could Cry”;
Hank Williams song
“__ Night with Jimmy Fallon”
Mex. miss
Koufax and Duncan
Actress and director Jodie
Gregory Peck’s role in “Moby
Dick”
“__ the Explorer”
Spouse
Ali or Frazier
Wander
Robin Roberts’ employer
Family name on “19 Kids and
Counting”
Honda’s luxury car
“Give it __!”; plea to a windbag
Foyt or Unser
Sushi bar dish
Lucy’s landlady

DOWN
1 “Hall __”; film for Jenna Fischer
and Christina Applegate
2 Dog on “The Thin Man”
3 Series for George Segal
4 Actress Leoni
5 Monogram for fashion designer
Yves
6 Actress __ West
7 Goof
8 Columbo and others: abbr.
10 “Murder, __ Wrote”
11 Actress on “The Big Bang
Theory”
13 “__ Air”; Nicolas Cage movie
15 Pesci or Penny
17 Anti’s vote
18 “__ Always Sunny in
Philadelphia”
20 Actor on “The A-Team”
21 Sault __. Marie
22 Rower’s need
25 __ Hanna; LL Cool J’s role
26 Cry of discovery
27 Natalie Cole’s dad
28 “The Michael J. __ Show”
29 Unrefined metal
31 Actor __ DeLuise
33 Tavern
35 Cereal grain
37 Role for Marcia Cross on
“Desperate Housewives”
38 Rob Reiner’s dad
39 Daniel __ Kim
40 Suffix for press or text
41 Become firm
42 “__ You Smarter Than a 5th
Grader?”
43 “__ on a Hot Tin Roof”
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Animation
Acting
Entertainment Marketing
Drama Writing
Comedy Writing
Journalism
Screenwriting
Producing
MFA Producing
Adaptation
Directing
Transmedia & Crossplatform Development
Fashion Studies
Post Production + Editing
Scoring for Film

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

10AM-11AM
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Chicago Dance Crash fuses modern,
classical dance in free-form show
Photos by Kelly Wenzel
Written by Jacob Wittich
Design by Alexander Aghayere
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C

hicago Dance Crash, a dance fusion company, kicked off its 2015 performance season with a headlining performance at The Dance Center, 1306 S.
Michigan Ave., Feb. 19.
Directed by Jessica Deahr, Chicago Dance Crash merges street forms, hiphop, breaking, martial arts, modern, jazz and ballet dance into a single per-

formance.
The performance contained no sets, props or storyline, relying solely on creativity
and athleticism.
The set included choreography from Lizzie MacKenzie Pontarelli and Artistic Director Deahr, and also featured works from the “Father of Chicago Fusion”
James Murrow.
At its next show, March 6, Chicago Dance Crash will be performing an 80s themed
show titled “I (heart) the 80’s!” Chicago Dance Crash has multiple shows scheduled for
their 2015 performance season, including “Project Diva” June 5, “Grease is the Word”
on Aug. 28 and “Dance of the Dead” on Oct. 23.

jwittich@chroniclemail.com
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Fifty Shades of Nay
MAX GINKEL
Film Critic
FORGET EVERYTHING YOU have heard

about this film—the cheers, jeers,
fanfare and anticipation. If you take
away the whips and chains, “Fifty Shades of Grey” is just like any
other romance movie. The formula
is girl meets boy, they fall in love—
cue the montage of them laughing
and cuddling—then the audience
watches them overcome some
conflict to find out if their love is
strong enough.
The film follows Anastasia
Steele, played by Dakota Johnson
(“Need For Speed”), and her relationship with young billionaire and
BDSM enthusiast Christian Grey,
played by Jamie Dornan (“The
Fall”). Director Sam Taylor-Johnson (“Nowhere Boy”), working off
E.L. James’ infamous novel, understands the source material and
knows how to masterfully tell a love
story. She also understands what
she’s working with and gives the
audience exactly what it wants. It is
entertaining and projects a tonality
that can only be described as laughable. Unfortunately, as soon as the
love montage arrives, the punch
line disappears and the film becomes real, and, well, boring, even
with the sex scenes.
Despite what you may have heard,
this is not the best vehicle for getting your rocks off. The sex scenes
are certainly seductive—in no small

part thanks to Danny Elfman and
Beyoncé’s killer soundtrack—but
they just aren’t kinky. If people
were searching for a real look into
the BDSM sex life, they would do
better on FetLife.com.
Grey himself is an archetype—
the classic vampire of literature
and film. He exudes mystique, preys
on a virgin and attempts to turn her
into one of his kind. There is a reason the vampire archetype has been
around for so long: It works, though
the film could be more straightforward with its portrayal of Grey and
his moral ambiguity.
Undeniably abusive, Grey manipulates, controls and emotionally
harms Johnson. The film does not
condone his behavior; if anything,
it allows the audience to make its
own judgements. The relationship
may be romanticized, but the film is
told from Johnson’s vantage point,
so the romanticisms are expected.
There’s no violence—the sex scenes
are tame—but there is no tiptoeing
around the relationship issues.
The problem with Grey’s violence is not its nature but the lack
of interest the film really has in it.
The question of why he is that way
is presented but never explored in
depth, and the viewer is given very
little to go on. Grey’s sexual tendencies are a major plot point but far
from the theme of the film. Instead
of teaching the audience about
BDSM, the narrative uses it to
bring Grey’s darker side to the fore-

IMDb
Dakota Johnson and Jamie Dornan star in “Fifty Shades of Grey,” the film adaptation of E.L. James’ book of the same name that has received mixed reactions by audiences.

ground, giving a false impression of
the world of kinks. Grey and Steele
continuously discuss Grey’s need
to be dominant, and the conclusion
they draw is “he was born that way.”
Grey’s fetish is portrayed as some
malignant Freudian tendency, a result of a flawed childhood rather
than a personal preference for expressing sexual pleasure. The lack
of complexity in Dornan’s performance does not help. The audience
is never brought inside his head to
discover his true relationship with

INVITE YOU AND A GUEST TO
A SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING

his sadistic tendencies. He is a fascinating character in theory, but in
execution he’s a little grey.
The relationship between Dornan and Johnson is not believable,
either. Johnson herself is a sound
mixer’s worst nightmare—Every
line she delivers is a whisper as if
her entire performance took place
in a library. Dornan is a sight for
sore eyes, but the novelty of this
wears off after it becomes evident
he has about as much expressiveness as a comatose Kristen Stewart.

Together, the two make an unrealistic couple, even for this film.
The real scandal in “Fifty Shades
of Grey” is how good it could have
been. The topic of sadism and sexual dominance is potent, and the story of a young virgin falling into an
abusive relationship with a much
more powerful man is a great and
proven subject for a film, but it falls
prey to sensationalism and is short
of expectations.
chronicle@colum.edu

TAYLOR FASHION
&
COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
Studio 1143 East 81st Street, Suite 777
Chicago, IL 60619

MODELS CALL:

Stop by the offices of the Columbia Chronicle
located at 33 East Congress, Suite 224, Chicago, IL 60605

for your chance to win a pass for two to the special advance screening
on Wednesday, February 25.
No purchase necessary, while supplies last. Void where prohibited or restricted by law. A limited number of passes are available on a firstcome, first-served basis. Seating is on a first come, first served basis. Please refer to screening passes for all other restrictions. Limit one
admit-two pass per person. Screening passes valid strictly for Columbia College Chicago students, staff, and faculty only and are distributed
at the discretion of the promotional partner. Those that have received a screening pass or promotional prize within the last 90 days are not
eligible. This film is rated PG-13.

IN THEATERS FEBRUARY 27
/TheLazarusEffect | #EvilWillRise
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Looking for female models for all fashion magazines.
Age 18-29, 5’5-5’11
Call the studio at (773)-978-1505
No experience Needed.
If you have the look, make the call, make the money.
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The Portfolio Center, on behalf of the Albert P. Weisman Trust, announces the 2015 Weisman Award
recipients. These students will receive $2,000 to complete a significant project in their chosen fields.
Please join us in congratulating the following students:

ALEX ABRAHAMSON

CINEMA ART + SCIENCE

ELIZABETH JOAN ALLEN

INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS

GRAYON HUGH BAGWELL

INTERACTIVE ARTS & MEDIA

HANNAH BATSEL

INTERDISCIPLINARY BOOK AND PAPER

LINDSEY BORGNA

PHOTOGRAPHY

ADRIENNE CISKEY

INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS

ROBERT CARNILIUS COGDELL III

CINEMA ART + SCIENCE

TAYLOR EDIN

FINE ARTS

WHIT FORRESTER

PHOTOGRAPHY

ROBERTO GUTIERREZ

ILLUSTRATION

KELSEY HAYENGA

BUSINESS & ENTREPRENEURSHIP

ELAINE CATHERINE MILLER

PHOTOGRAPHY

JONATHAN MOELLER

CINEMA ART + SCIENCE

TIN NGUYEN

CINEMA ART + SCIENCE

MATTHEW K ROBINSON

BUSINESS & ENTREPRENEURSHIP

The Albert P. Weisman Award is made possible by the generosity of the Weisman family, the
Weisman Committee and the many friends of Albert P. Weisman who donate both time and resources
to make this award possible.
The Weisman Exhibition will run from September 8th through October 16th 2015.
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Real Friends ‘move forward’ with new music, documentary
band. I feel like that’s what a lot of
bands don’t show sometimes, like
how they operate and how the band
members feel about certain things.

GINA SCARPINO
Arts & Culture Reporter
IN 2008, KYLE Fasel (bass), Dave
Knox (guitar), Dan Lambton (vocals), Eric Haines (guitar) and
Brian Blake (drums) started Real
Friends, an emo band based out of
Tinley Park.
The Midwestern quintet released its debut album, Maybe
This Place Is The Same and We’re
Just Changing, on July 22, 2014,
through California-based record
label Fearless Records. The album
snagged the No. 24 spot on the Billboard Top 200 chart and uses nostalgia to portray growing up in its
music and lyrics.
Real Friends has become one of
the most noted up-and-coming acts
in its genre. The band’s DIY attitude
has bolstered its fanbase worldwide
and secured it spots on Warped
Tour for the last two summers. Real
Friends will be heading out on tour
this spring to support alternative
band The Maine and will be stopping at the House of Blues, 329 N.
Dearborn St., on April 24.
Between touring and writing
new music, Real Friends has been
working with the Creation Factory
on a documentary called “Moving
Forward,” which premiered on Feb.
18 in Orland Park and is now available on the band’s website.
The Chronicle talked with Fasel about the meaning behind Real
Friends’ debut album name, how
the band has changed since the
album’s release and its new documentary “Moving Forward.”

THE CHRONICLE: Your album has
been out for seven months now. How
does it feel to have it out?
KYLE FASEL: It feels good. I feel
like when you have an album out

What exactly is the film “Moving
Forward” about?
The documentary has four main
points. We talk about the growth of
the band over the past couple years,
our newest album that we just put
out, touring and how we feel about
doing what we do. It’s kind of like
four main points scattered in there,
and there are some extra things
in there. We do a couple segments
that show us doing things at home
giving a more personal side of the
band. It’s an overview and it’s informative, and it was really fun for us
to do.

Did you think it was necessary to record and document those changes in
the band?

Courtesy JERED SCOTT
With its DIY attitude and nostalgic lyrics, Tinley Park-based quintet Real Friends straddles the line between the emo and pop-punk genres. The band’s new documentary “Moving Forward” premiered Feb. 18 in Orland Park and discusses its latest album, its growth, touring and what it is generally like to be in a band.

for almost a year, you want to
write another one so badly. We’re
in that period right now. We’re
happy with the response [we got
from] the album. It’s just pushing
us to start writing our next album,
which we’ve been slowly started
working on.

Why did you name the album Maybe
This Place Is The Same and We’re
Just Changing?
It was originally just a lyric. That’s
where all of our titles typically
come from. We were dealing with
leaving home and coming back, being pulled away from where we live

and then getting on a plane and going to Europe and then getting in a
van and driving all around the U.S.
Then we come home, then something that’s weird about it is home
never stops. Things do change at
home and you change as well. It’s
referring to coming back home and
being different and having more
experiences in life.

How have things changed for Real
Friends since the album came out?
I don’t think too much has changed.
[The album has] helped us get a bigger fanbase, which is great. That’s
what you always want albums to do.

This was our first release on a record label. Before, we self-released
all of our music, and I enjoyed doing that. But being backed by a record label does help keep you in
line with little creative things like
music videos.

You released your documentary,
“Moving Forward” on Feb. 19. How
long did you work on the film?
If you include all of the stuff that’s
in it, some of the stuff is over a year
old. Then some of the stuff is even
as new as December. I’m looking
forward [to having it out]. It gives
more of a glimpse inside of the

From a fan standpoint and a personal standpoint, it was definitely
necessary because it’s so easy to do
what we do and not document any
of it. It’s cool for me to have something like this to look back on and
show—I don’t want to say my kids
because I feel like I’ll never have
kids—but to show my family and
for my own memory. But from a fan
standpoint, like I said before, it just
shows the growth. I don’t think a fan
gets the real inside look of a band if
it’s not coming from the [members
of the] band themselves. The people
in the band can explain everything
the best. You can only get so much
from a written interview or even a
video interview. It wasn’t 100 percent necessary but it’s something I
think is very positive on all ends.
gscarpino@chroniclemail.com

“Songs that bring back summer”
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Kyra Senese, Managing Editor

Andrea Cannon, Senior Graphic Designer

SUMMER Calvin Harris
STOLEN DANCE Milky Chance
ELECTRIC FEEL MGMT
SUMMER MOOD Best Coast
WE FOUND LOVE Rihanna

SUPERFAST JELLYFISH Gorillaz
CAMEO LOVER Kimbra
I WANNA GET BETTER Bleachers
SHARK ATTACK Group Love
RIDIN’ Lana del Rey

Megan Bennett, Campus Reporter

Ethan Stocking-Anderson, Office Assistant

AT THE BEACH The Avett Brothers
IN THE SUMMERTIME Mungo Jerry
CALIFORNIA GURLS Katy Perry ft. Snoop Dogg
HERE COMES THE SUN The Beatles
WALKING ON SUNSHINE Katrina & the Waves

TOO HOT The Specials
SUMMER’S CAULDRON XTC
UNDERWATER Midnight Oil
LIFE’S A BEACH Django Django
DEEPER SHADE OF SOUL Urban Dance Squad

Baxter Barrowcliff, Arts & Culture Editor

Max Green, Sports & Health Editor

STEPPIN’ RAZOR Sublime
SUN IS SHINING Bob Marley
PART & BULLS--T Notorious B.I.G.
PERFECT DAY Lou Reed
BLISTER IN THE SUN Violent Femmes

MY SUMMER GIRL The Rentals
LOSING A WHOLE YEAR Third Eye Blind
THE BACKGROUND Third Eye Blind
10 DAYS LATE Third Eye Blind
GRADUATE Third Eye Blind
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BAMBI RAPTOR

Pop singer leaves feminist legacy
my life the way I want/To say and
do whatever I please,” the then17-year-old sang with enthusiasm.
Gore exuded confidence from
an early age that lasted throughout her career as a singer and actress, and included activist work
and being a volunteer for political
projects such as Robert Kennedy’s
1968 presidential campaign, according to a Feb. 17 CNN article.
“You Don’t Own Me” made Gore a
feminist icon for decades to come—
the song was resuscitated during
the 2012 presidential election campaign when a commercial video
featuring notable young celebrities
Sia and Lena Dunham showed the
women lip-synching to the song
in an effort to encourage women
to vote and fight for their rights.
“It’s hard for me to believe, but
we’re still fighting for the same
things we were then,” Gore posted to her Facebook account in
2012. “Yes, ladies, we’ve got to
come together and get out there
and vote and protect our bodies. They’re ours. Please vote.”
On top of diving headfirst into
the music industry, Gore made the
choice to attend Sarah Lawrence
College full-time throughout her
musical peak, singing and touring
only on weekends and breaks in the
academic year, according to a Feb. 17
TIME article. Gore reportedly said
at the time that she felt pursuing a

Metro
3730 N. Clark St.
8 p.m.
$12+, 18+

Tuesday, Feb. 24

Saturday, Feb. 28

LEIGHTONMEESTER

PUNCH BROTHERS

Park West
322 W. Armitage Ave.
7:30 p.m.
$22

Riviera Theatre
4746 N. Racine Ave.
8 p.m.
$32

Tuesday, Feb. 24

career in the music industry was
too uncertain to justify not going
to college or attending part-time—a
responsible choice that many girls
at the time may not have made.
Gore was a supportive and relatable figure in the media of her
time, while TIME called her a
“’60s Queen of Teen Angst,” she
sang about situations in society
as she saw them, contrasting the
stereotype of the angry feminist
with a more encouraging and hopeful—yet assertive—tone. She was
capable of being both bubbly and
sophisticated and served as a symbol of authenticity in an era when
false reassurance was common.

Saturday, Feb. 28

HUNDRED WATERS

JJ GREY AND MOFRO

Lincoln Hall
2424 N. Lincoln Ave.
8 p.m.
$14, 21+

The Vic
3145 N. Sheffield Ave.
8:30 p.m.
$25, 18+

Wednesday, Feb. 25

DIRTY GOALS

THE BROKDOWNS

Subterranean
2011 W. North Ave.
7:30 p.m.
$9, 17+

Beat Kitchen
2100 W. Belmont Ave.
8 p.m.
$8+, 17+

Thursday, Feb. 26

ksenese@chroniclemail.com

Sunday, March 1

MOTION CITY
SOUNDTRACK

Sunday, March 1

ANIBA HOTEPAND THE
SOUL COLLECTIVE

House of Blues
329 N. Dearborn St.
6:30 p.m.
$40, 17+

The Promontory
5311 S. Lake Park Ave. West
7 p.m.
$15+
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LESLEY GORE, THE American singer
most known for her 1963 smash
hit “It’s My Party,” died Feb. 16
of lung cancer at 68 years old.
Lois Sasson, a noted jewelry designer and Gore’s partner of more
than 30 years, confirmed Gore’s
death at a Manhattan hospital.
“She was a wonderful human
being—caring, giving, a great feminist, great woman, great human
being, great humanitarian,” Sasson told The Washington Times.
Gore made her claim to fame
when she was only 16 years old with
no prior musical training after being discovered by Quincy Jones,
who was a record executive at the
time. She even earned a Grammy nomination for her hit single.
As a young artist, Gore quickly
gained a following by relating to
her teen audience with a youthful
sound. One of her releases became
what has arguably been one of the
most notable songs of her career.
“You Don’t Own Me” was a feminist anthem that reached the No. 2
spot on the Billboard Hot 100 chart
in 1964, second only to the Beatles’
“I Want to Hold Your Hand.” The
song’s more meaningful message
was just as catchy and well-liked
as “It’s My Party,” and remains
severely underrated and largely
unnoticed by younger audiences.
“I’m young, and I love to be young/
I’m free, and I love to be free/To live

MICHAEL ZAROWNY

senior cinema art + science major
HOW DO YOU STAY FASHIONABLY WARM?
“Layers upon layers upon layers.”

MALAYA HARRIS

junior creative writing major
HOW DO YOU STAY FASHIONABLY WARM?
“‘I wear a lot of layers.”

ROBERT BALES

junior interactive arts & media major
HOW DO YOU STAY FASHIONABLY WARM?
“Nice scarves and corduroy.”

GILLIAN JOHNSON

freshman business & entrepreneurship major
HOW DO YOU STAY FASHIONABLY WARM?
“I wear my big red coat.”
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xx JUMPSUITS

Continued from PG. 15
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Ariel Pink remained fully-clothed for the beginning of his performance on Feb. 17, but after the second track in his set, stripped down to nothing but his stilletos and shorts.

xx PINK

Continued from PG. 15

Ariel Pink’s performance was
undoubtedly contagious to concertgoers as well. watching the
crowd was almost as captivating
and pleasantly confusing to watch
as the man on stage. A gathering of
people mostly under 25 years old,
including fans with multi-colored
hair, wigs and costumes and even
a sighting of Mario Cuomo from

indie rock band The Orwells, the
audience moshed and danced to
every song in the show. The crowd
was a perfect fit for Ariel Pink’s
concert, often on the unruly side
of things—throwing beer cans and
bras on stage—but having the same
pleasant and fun attitude that Ariel
Pink and his band displayed from
the stage.
For those who were not fans
of Ariel Pink before the show, his
sheer dedication to his live per-

formances should be enough to
persuade even the most critical attendee. Ariel Pink definitely knows
how to put on a show that will stick
in viewers’ minds for years to come.
With his satisfyingly unusual stage
presence, it is wise to get on board
now because it will not be much
longer before Ariel Pink starts
selling out venues far bigger than
Thalia Hall.
shall@chroniclemail.com

NOW LEASING

well as short- or long-sleeved.
Brewer said JUMPSUIT can be
worn by anyone and serves as a
way of bringing people together in a
communal bond.
“It’s also ungendered, it comes
in 48 different sizes and the idea
is that what we are really trying
to do [is] completely reverse the
things that we value about fashion,”
Brewer said. “Instead of being this
mark of individual expression and
autonomy, now fashion is a mark
of collective identity or a deliberate
relinquishing of self-expression.”
Alexandra Howell, a lecturer at
Columbia in the Fashion Studies
Department, teaches about the
psychological and social aspects
of fashion. Howell said society has
become a hyper-individualized culture through the use of social media, where individuals share their
clothes with friends. Howell said
people use their peers in society as a
reference on what to wear and what
not to wear, which could benefit
the JUMPSUIT.
“From a social-psychological
perspective on dress, we actively
engage in social comparison,” Howell said. “We all have these social
reference groups that we compare
ourselves to, and that could be a
peer group—your friends or celebrities that are your age—but those
social references also come from
the outside, too.”
Glaum-Lathbury said the project would end after Rational Dress

Society earns enough funds to purchase a full-page JUMPSUIT ad
in American Vogue, which costs
$150,000. The pair said they see
the magazine as the gatekeeper to
what is considered a success in the
fashion world, and an ad for JUMPSUIT in the publication would define their success as well.
“Vogue is the pinnacle of American fashion. It’s an icon, it’s a symbol of prosperity and ‘You’ve made
it,’” Glaum-Lathbury said. “The
project is not about selling [the]
product—the project is about producing conversation and the product is a vehicle for producing conversation, but if it becomes some
sort of cultural movement, some
sort of larger cultural thing, then we
win. If Vogue does allow us to have
this advertisement, then the movement will not need to be anymore.
It’s in the hands of everybody else.”
bbarrowliff@chroniclemail.com

Courtesy MAURA BREWER
Rational Dress Society’s JUMPSUIT comes in 48 sizes.

Check Out Infinite Chicago
Before You Renew On-Campus!

RATES STARTING ThisBringAdInFor
A Free Gift!
AT

$799

$500 Rent Credit Referral Bonus!
Lowest Rate Guarantee Until Jan. 31st!

Studios - 4 Bedrooms

Plus Cable & Internet

58

Bring This Ad
In For A
Free Gift!

312.724.6767
37 W Van Buren
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COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO
DEPARTMENT OF CRE ATIVE WRITING
PRESENTS THE 19TH ANNUAL

Chris Abani

MARCH 15 – 21, 2015

Josephine Demme

Readings, Conversations,
Panels, Performances,
Book Signings, and more.

Chris Abani
The Secret History of Las Vegas

Jeffrey Skemp

Stephen Desantis

Edwidge Danticat
Claire of the Sea Light

THE POWER OF WORDS

Kevin Coval
The BreakBeat Poets

Amina Gautier
Now We Will Be Happy

Christopher Jobson

Samantha Irby
Meaty

Megan Stielstra
Once I Was Cool

CSE Cooney
Bone Swans

Barbie Lee Photography

Jessie Ann Foley
The Carnival at Bray
Gretchen Adams

Elizabeth R. Cowan

Garnett Kilberg Cohen
Swarm to Glory

Marlon James
A Brief History of Seven Killings

Stephanie Kuehn
Complicit
Jill Brazel Photography

Kia Corthron
Breath, Boom
Jenni Bryant

Stephanie Kuehnert
Ballads of Suburbia

T. Geronimo Johnson
Welcome to Braggsville
Lynn Sloan

Regina Taylor
stop. reset.

Audrey Niffenegger
Raven Girl

Patty Templeton

Walter Kurtz

John Ricard

Mitchell S. Jackson
The Residue Years

Eva Blue

Brian Weiss

Bernice L. McFadden
Loving Donovan

Michal Moc

Eric Payne

FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

Jay Bonansinga
The Walking Dead: Descent

This program is partially
supported by a grant
from the Illinois Arts
Council Agency.

INFORMATION:

COLUM.EDU/STORYWEEK
312-369-7611
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BLOG: “Honest Slogans”
Living our lives in one of the biggest
cities of America means sharing our
outdoor world with a lot of people... and advertisements. These ads are often accompanied by their own
slogans, and on HonestSlogans.com, you will get down
to the comedic honesty behind some of the country’s
biggest names in advertising. They are “what people
really think,” and the examples on the site ring true to
this—from “guilt trip” Girl Scout cookies to Taco Bell’s
“also open when you’re sober,” these ads tell it like it is.

Check it out at: http://honestslogans.com/
VIDEO: “Will It Pizza?” by Good
Mythical Morning
Think about every single topping
you’ve ever had on your pizza. Anchovies, pineapple, buffalo sauce, Italian sausage...
these all sound familiar, right? How about putting Big
League Chew bubble gum on your next pie? The duo
behind the Good Mythical Morning YouTube channel
deliver a 15-minute video that explores wacky foods
to put atop a pizza. If you’re looking to expand your
pizza palate, watch this.

Check it out at: https://www.youtube.com/user/
rhettandlink2

Abby Seitz Sports & Health Reporter

Max Green Sports & Health Editor

Nancy Cooper Sports & Health Reporter

ANNOYING RESPONSES ABOUT
VEGETARIANISM

INACCURATE STEPHEN KING FILM
ADAPTATIONS STILL WORTH SEEING

REASONS WHY I HAVE A LOVE-HATE
RELATIONSHIP WITH MY SHOES

“I’m vegetarian too, except I eat chicken.” According to Merriam-Webster, a vegetarian is “a person who does
not eat meat.” Last time I checked, chicken is meat, as is
beef, pork, turkey and whatever other particular animal you
take pride in avoiding. While I applaud anyone who is actively cutting animals out of their diet, please do not claim
to be a vegetarian if you are, in fact, eating meat.

“IT”: Though it gave us Tim Curry’s nightmare-inducing
clown face, the on-screen interpretation of “IT” could
not have been further from King’s 1000-plus-page tome.
There are moments in the original text when IT, the malicious force that exploits its victims’ fears, manifests itself
in realms external to time and space. Not to mention the
claymation depiction of ITs’ true form—an enormous lobster-spider hybrid. Wine with that cheese?

Stilettos make me taller, which is awesome: But
that just means I have farther to fall. I am 5-foot-2 and
I love my heels. The higher the heel the better, but I am
known to trip quite frequently, regardless of what kind of
shoe I am wearing. Flip-flops, stilettos, wedges, Converse…
I’m bound to go down at some point. I’m usually OK unless
I break a heel. That’s just tragic.

“How do you know plants can’t feel pain?” Many
assume my vegetarianism is motivated by a passion for animals and will cite a study they saw one time that found
some types of lettuce can feel pain and then challenge my
diet. Living multicellular organisms, such as cows and humans, feel pain because they have nervous systems. While
plants are living organisms, they cannot feel the agony of
being slaughtered—nor can they feel the agony of being
asked this stupid question.
“Let’s go here for dinner—they have salad!” It’s
upsetting when a friend asks me to endure the cold Chicago
weather to go out to a restaurant that only has house salads
as its vegetarian options. If I’m going to pay for a prepared
meal, I would rather eat something that somewhat resembles
an actual meal than an appetizer.
“I could never be a vegetarian. I can’t live without bacon.” After 18 years of a strict vegetarian diet, I am
particularly confident that you could live without bacon. There
is no magic or witchcraft involved. Between B12 supplements
and readily-available meat alternatives, it’s fairly easy to live
a healthy, meat-free lifestyle.
“You can eat this, just take the meat off.” When
my friends order pizza, I am the one who ends up ruining
their pepperoni and meat-lover’s party. While I am totally
fine with others around me eating meat, telling me to simply
“peel off the pepperoni” is still not kosher for vegetarians.

“The Shining”: King himself has stated publicly that he
did not approve of many of the editorial choices Stanley
Kubrick made while adapting this 1980 cult classic. While
the film version stands on its own as a widely respected
piece of cinematic history, thematically much was left on
the proverbial cutting room floor.
“Pet Sematary”: There’s been some discussion among
his fan base about whether or not his gifts for convincing dialogue, engaging description and fantastic story translates
to the screen in an engaging way. “Pet Sematary” may be an
appropriate case study to illustrate this dichotomy: King’s
voice is much better suited for the page.
“Misery”: Directed by Rob Reiner and featuring excellent
performances by Kathy Bates and James Caan, the film version of “Misery” is known for a handful of compelling and
recognizable scenes. Part of the success of this particular
adaptation may be the ease with which the original story
is illustrated. Much of the dialogue and interaction takes
place only between two characters and within one setting.
“Salem’s Lot”: One of the most well-executed vampire
tales of all time, King’s original text of “Salem’s Lot” surpasses its on-screen counterpart by a long shot. While the
movie features spook-worthy makeup and some genuinely
unsettling scenes, all it really does is make for great viewing
on a dark and stormy night, but not much more.

Some shoes are just too beautiful to pass up: But
after trying them on, they feel like hell. So, I casually put
them back, sigh and somehow end up buying them anyway.
I obviously bought them to show them off. After hours of
dancing and walking around the city, I am cursing the shoes
and hoping they drown in Lake Michigan.
I have perfectly sized feet: I wear a size 6, and I
never have trouble finding shoes. I get so excited to bring
them home until I realize there’s no room, living in an
800-square-foot apartment makes me hate all of my shoes.
Pretty soon, my oven is going to be used as extra storage
space like Carrie Bradshaw’s in “Sex and the City.”
I love a good workout, but wrestling with my
shoes is not my idea of a good time: There are always those few pairs of shoes that are difficult to put on.
You know, the ones that you glare at every time you open
the closet. Before you know it, you’re in an all-out brawl
with your straps or laces and somehow end up breaking
something in your house.
I love having a variety of shoes: However, I hate how
winter limits me to only the warmer kicks in my collection.
Winter isn’t the best time for shoe lovers, and for that, I hate
all my winter shoes. Also, they are not the most attractive
pairs in my closet. Not only do they take up the most space,
but they get wet, dirty and worn out, and that is just bad
news for any shoe.

Lou Foglia THE CHRONICLE
The hands of JianChao Mu carefully paint messages of wishful good fortune in Chinese calligraphy during the Chinese New Year on Feb 19. The Xi’an native welcomed the Year of the Sheep during a Chinese New Year Kickoff Celebration that included music, crafts, martial arts and
traditional lion dancers on the third floor of the Chicago Cultural Center, 78 E. Washington St.
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Uhmmm, WTF?

“The Interview” with Kobe Bryant

No– just... no.

It’s whatever.

“Time Machine”
by Ingrid Michaelson

I can dig it.

YAAASS!

“SNL 40”

“Parks & Recreation” Season 7

Saturday Night Live can either go so wrong or
so right. Their 40th Anniversary Special—with
all of the most popular stars and characters
from the best four decades in attendance—
left me feeling I had died and gone to comedy
heaven from beginning to end. — M. Bennett

With only one week left of “Parks & Recreation’s”
final season, fans of the show were thrown into
a frenzy of emotions as regular aspects of the
show like “Johnny Karate” have now finished.
Characters are being hired for new jobs, leaving
Pawnee in the past. — G. Scarpino

This hour-long NBA TV special focuses on Los
Angeles Lakers guard Kobe Bryant’s career.
Watching old footage that was compiled while
listening to Kobe’s insight made the interview
with Ahmad Rashad move quickly as he talked about competition. — A. Haleem

Michaelson’s new music video resembles
a celebrity reunion with appearances from
Rainn Wilson, Matt Jones, Jorge Garcia and
Brian Baumgartner. The different faces keep it
interesting, but I’m not sure I like it. — K. Davis

RadPad app
Tired of living on campus? Check out RadPad,
an app that makes it easy to look up apartments by letting you choose the number of
bedrooms and bathrooms, roommate, pets,
price, and amenities such as like granite or
stainless steel exteriors. — B. Martinez

Yik Yak app update

Sleepio app

The Science Today app

The latest update to the Yik Yak app now gathers feedback from users on their thoughts
about the app in an effort to make it a safer
social networking platform. It also lets users
vote in fictional peek locations, which is twice
the fun. — K. Davis

Sleepio links with any available sleep trackers you may be using like Fitbit or Bodymedia,
along with a sleep questionnaire that helps
any sleepless student overcome the vicious
cycle of insomnia. The app teaches you ways
to readjust daily habits, too. — K. Hetterscheidt

The Science Today app from the California
Academy of Sciences sorts stories by topic—
Academy Science, Earth, Life, Space, etc.—and
has a colorful assortment of science features.
It’s just enough to supplement Tuesday’s New
York Times. — M. McCall

Direct Effect by Direct Effect

“Sarah” by Alex G

Sufjan Stevens’ first single from his upcoming album Carrie & Lowell sounds like a mix
between the more modern pseudo-folk that
is overused on chick-flick soundtracks and a
nostalgic return to 2000. — A. Seitz

Direct Effect’s self-titled EP bursts with gnarled,
staggering rock ‘n’ roll that shows the group is just
as pissed off as ever. Awash in waves of squealing feedback, the band’s mid-tempo hardcore
simultaneously alienates listeners and coaxes
them into bopping their heads. — M. Green

Capitalizing on every bit of heartstring real
estate I have wrapped up in my chest, Alex
G knocks it out of the park on this 2012
throwback track that was only just released.
The listener stumbles upon Alex in his most
comfortable sonic space. — M. Green

“Ray Gun (Ft. DOOM)” by
BadBadNotGood & Ghostface Killah
This song is jazzy, it’s trippy and it’s hip hoppy—brilliant is what it really is. “Ray Gun” is just
one of many tracks released before Sour Soul
officially drops on Feb. 24. If you have ears and
like creativity, listen to this. — B. Barrowcliff

“How to Fake the Perfect Relationship” by Elle.com

“Fleeing Terror, Finding Refuge”
by Paul Salopek

Wet n Wild nail polish

Clorox disinfecting wipes

Because I’m used to dealing with roaches,
I figured I could use the advice this article
gives. It said I could date a guy I don’t even
like and through meaningless intimate acts,
appear as though I’m happy. — K. Davis

Salopek’s article in the March issue describes
the millions of Syrians that are escaping a
war and “creating a historic crisis.” This article
gives readers an in-depth look into the lives
and thoughts of Syrian refugees. — K. Wenzel

Sure, it is not from Sally Hansen or the nail
salon, but Wet n Wild megalast nail color looks
and feels like quality polish. The polish’s Manicurve Pro Brush allows for a smooth and thorough application. Get your professional-looking mani at home. — N. Craig

When I’m at work and my dusty deskmates
are making a mess, I pull out my handy
Clorox disinfecting wipes so I can cleanse
my belongings. I know Ebola is not really a
thing anymore, but I do not want to take any
chances. I must stay healthy. — K. Davis

“No Shade in the Shadow of The
Cross” by Sufjan Stevens
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Columbia’s dedication to
student well-being crucial

THE RATE OF depression among

incoming college freshmen has
risen in recent years—9.5 percent
of students report depression with
overall self-rated emotional health
dropping to an all-time low of 50.7
percent, according to a recent University of California Los Angeles
study. Depression left undiagnosed
and untreated can lead to instances
of self-harm, harming others and
suicide. The stigmas surrounding
depression and mental health often
deter people who should or wish to
seek help from doing so.
However, the state of Virginia
is ignoring these stigmas in hopes
of promoting the well-being of the
students at its public universities
by passing two separate bills. Each
requires mandatory reporting from
any person who thinks a student is
a threat to themselves or others to
parents and campus threat-assessment teams. According to the bills,
information disclosed in counseling sessions can be disseminated
to the necessary persons if the
involved parties find it pertinent.
This can be done without a student’s permission or knowledge.
The need to take action is understandable. Colleges and universities across the country are feeling
the pressure to make changes in
the treatment of students’ mental
health. A petition for laws geared
toward college suicide prevention
is fast acquiring signatures in
New Jersey, according to a Feb.
18 NJ article; Tulane University
has experienced four suicides,
including one murder-suicide, this
year alone, according to a Feb. 12
Inside Higher Ed report; and MIT
is soon moving toward a trial in a
lawsuit that alleges that a doctoral
student who committed suicide in
2009 did not receive adequate help
at the school.
Columbia is not a public university, nor is it in Virginia, and it has
not experienced the level of tragedy
many schools are now grappling
with, but the Virginia bills and
the reasoning behind them speak
to issues that all colleges face. Of
course, Columbia must operate under state law, which does
require counselors to report if
students are considered threats to
themselves or others. Under any
other circumstances, the student

must give written permission for
therapists to disclose information
to parents or other individuals.
However, there is no all-encompassing mandatory reporting such
as the one outlined in the Virginia
bills. Regardless, the college should
work more diligently to advertise
its counseling services and more
frequently encourage students to
seek help.
The college’s Office of Counseling Services offers several options
for students—10 free one-on-one
counseling sessions every school
year as well as unlimited group
therapy sessions. Counseling
Services can also refer and connect
students to outside resources
should they need them. With
no mandatory reporting, unless
required by Illinois state law,
Columbia’s Counseling Services
are a safe place to go to in the event
that a student needs guidance or
someone to talk to.
The Counseling Services
website outlines guidelines for
those who are concerned for other
students’ mental states, but there
are no legal obligations to report a
fellow student. However, if Columbia became more involved in its
students’ mental well-being, there
would never be a need for mandatory reporting.
Columbia students are incredibly busy, hard-working and
creative individuals who are under
very different pressures than the
typical college student. Thus it is
expected that stress inside and
outside school may build up until
a student’s mental health should
become his or her main priority.
The college should recognize the
specific type of person a Columbia
student is and know that Counseling Services should take precedence when making decisions on
what is important.
All students should be made
aware of the existence of Counseling Services and what the college
has to offer. Making the Counseling
Services’ presence known is critical for the student body. Students
should know they can confidentially speak with counselors and
other students in a safe setting
should they need to, because even
if it makes a difference in only one
student’s life, it is worth it.

NATIONAL EDITORIAL

Changes must be made to Obama’s AUMF

PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA submitted
a request on Feb. 11 to enact an Authorization for the Use of Military
Force against ISIS. The proposed
AUMF—which will go through
endless scrutiny as it makes its way
through Congressional gridlock—
already leaves much to be desired.
During the last year, ISIS has
tightened its grip on the Middle
East and the global community. It
has repeatedly displayed unwavering commitment to its campaign of
terror by brutally killing international hostages—several of whom
were American journalists—and
attacking and capturing dozens
of cities in Iraq and Syria. After
months of strategic attacks and
horrific propaganda, there is no
end in sight for the suffering of
Middle Eastern people under
ISIS control.
There is no doubt that an AUMF
against ISIS is the right decision,
but the Obama administration’s
proposed AUMF contains vague
language and broad terms with
minimal details on geographical
or military limitations. These are
the same mistakes that occurred
nearly 14 years ago with the 2001
AUMF submitted by former President George W. Bush.
The 2001 AUMF, drafted and
enacted days after 9/11, allows the
president to “use all necessary and
appropriate force” to fight terror-

ism and any individual or group
that aids or commits acts of terrorism. Of course, terrorism in 2001
seemed solely limited to terror
cells connected to 9/11, but the U.S.
government has since broadened
and exploited the AUMF’s scope.
The far-reaching terms used in the
2001 AUMF have justified deplorable acts perpetrated by the U.S. in
the name of the War on Terror.
Interestingly enough, the Obama
administration continues to operate under the terms of the 2001
AUMF, as no deadline or timeline
was created for the authorization.
The countless airstrikes carried
out by the U.S. military in order to
curb the power of ISIS were justified by the 2001 AUMF, making it
seem odd to some that Obama even
bothered to propose a new AUMF
in order to further hinder ISIS.
Obama can certainly continue to
carry out operations against ISIS
within the framework of the 2001
AUMF, but while this new AUMF
may reek of political grandstanding, it is an opportunity for Congress to shape history. However,
looking past the polarized attitudes
that preside over Congress, work
still needs to be done for this
AUMF to be an effective tool that
could truly make a difference in the
fight against ISIS.
First and foremost, Obama’s
AUMF must sunset the 2001 Bush

AUMF. It is disconcerting that this
was not included in the initial proposal. There is no longer any need
for the 2001 AUMF, particularly in
light of the new request. The 2001
AUMF has only served to undermine the country’s integrity and
military forces. Justifying military
action against a terrorist organization that is not at all connected
to the 9/11 terror attacks because
of an authorization put in place to
degrade and destroy the terrorists
responsible for 9/11 is improper.
Second, Congress must work to
reword and reshape the proposed AUMF to better define
the three-year timeline, geographical limitations and use of
armed forces. Obama’s AUMF is
currently vague and plagued with
loopholes. If work is not done to
tighten language and logistics, it
will essentially be a nicely worded
declaration of war.
Obama has made the right decision to officially include Congress
and better—or at least somewhat
better—outline the action that
is being taken to thwart ISIS by
proposing a new AUMF. That said,
as Congress begins work on the
new AUMF, it is crucial that the
past, present and future of our
country’s government and military
be weighted heavily in moving forward to clearly define the AUMF
against ISIS.
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Did you catch a mistake, think we could have covered a story better or have
strong beliefs about an issue that faces all of us here at Columbia?
Why not write a letter to the editor? At the bottom of Page 2, you’ll find a set of
guidelines on how to do this. Let us hear from you.

—The Columbia Chronicle Editorial Board
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Fili-budget: Congress’ latest temper tantrum

MATT MCCALL
Metro Editor
THE FILI-BUDGET, A creative new
tool to undermine the democratic
process, is being drawn out on
Capitol Hill.
In a drastic feat of holding their
collective political breath, Speaker
of the House John Boehner and
congressional Republicans have
threatened to let funding for the
Department of Homeland Security
lapse, which would prompt the
National Security Agency to fall
into a shutdown if President
Barack Obama does not reverse
his immigration executive actions.
The DHS regulates immigration,
so the process would come to a halt
without funding.
Obama, who issued the order in
November, is not backing down.
The set of executive orders amend

the Deferred Action for Childhood
Arrivals, a 2012 program that
provided relief to people brought
to the U.S. as children, including
anyone who arrived in the country
before the age of 16, which
includes approximately 5 million
people, according to the DHS U.S.
Citizenship and Immigration
Services website. A federal judge
issued a temporary injunction
suspending the orders as of Feb.
16, but the administration plans to
appeal, according to the USCIS.
This all comes at a time when
ISIS is grabbing headlines with
its heinous actions in the East
and Mexico is seeing mounting
violence in the South. National
security is also not only a
necessary precaution but a moral
obligation by our elected leaders. It
is ironic that Congress is justifying
its actions with the same defiant
logic that Obama used to issue the
executive orders in the first place.
The U.S. government cannot
continue to cut budgets to suit
political agendas—especially when
it comes to the security of our
nation—but that is precisely what
Congress is leveraging in
this situation.
The current fiscal standoff bears
eerie similarity to the October
2013 total government shutdown,
in which Congressional leaders
such as Ted Cruz refused to pass

budget legislative until key parts
of the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act—lovingly
dubbed “Obamacare” by many
detractors—were removed.
The shutdown led to 16 days
of government furlough in
which hundreds of thousands
of government workers were
forced to stay home without
pay—except Congress. National
parks were closed and nothing
was accomplished. In the end,
Congress passed the budget
anyway, but the American people
were the ones that suffered.

the 60th time to repeal it, and
Obama vetoes it every time.
It continues to be one of the
greatest, most futile waltzes of the
modern legislation process.
If the DHS funding lapses, it
will likely go into a furlough, with
its workers sent home without
pay. That means all its essential
services will be in limbo. The
DHS goes beyond border patrol:
It encompasses civil rights and
liberties, human trafficking,
terrorism prevention, disaster
management and cybersecurity,
to name a few. Boehner and

It is ironic that Congress is justifying its actions
with the same logic that Obama used to pass the
executive orders in the first place.
Governmental services were
delayed, and records were likely
lost. It was the second-longest
shutdown since 1980 and was
likely to have cost 120,000
private-sector jobs that might
have been created in that time
period, according to a November
2013 White House analysis.
And what did the country come
out with? The Affordable Care Act
has been more or less successfully
enacted. Congress just voted for

Congress may be willing to let
those essential functions fall
by the wayside until they get
their way, but the U.S. needs
those services now more than
ever. Cyberattacks are becoming
more complex and frequent, as
evidenced by the massive Sony
hack from North Korea, and the
$1 billion international bank
hack by the cyberterrorist group
known as Carbanak or Anunak.
ISIS is frequently threatening

U.S. national security with inside
operatives, and as is evident
by Obama’s executive actions,
immigration is a problem on
many fronts.
The new representatives just
took office in February, creating
a Republican majority. The
Senate also features a Republican
majority, essentially creating a lock
on the legislative branch. It will be
a historic low if they accomplish
as little as the last Congress. As of
August 2014, the last Congress had
only passed 142 laws, the fewest
of any Congress in the past two
decades, according to a 2014 Pew
Research Center study.
Instead, what needs to happen
is a ceasefire to this endless,
uphill battle with no foreseeable
conclusion. Obama has issued
a number of executive orders
to express his frustration, and
in return Congress has begun
filibustering his propositions to
express theirs and to keep the
“gloves off” for their conservative
voter base. These are major issues
that need to be resolved rather
than curb stomped for political
gain. Immigration affects millions
of Americans, citizens or not, and
it is an issue that does not deserve
to be another cannonball fired into
the wall of partisan barricades.
mmccall@chroniclemail.com
STUDENT POLL

How much do you know about Columbia’s Counseling Services?
I know of them but I’ve never used them. I
guess the college is doing a pretty good job at
[advertising] it. I’ve seen posters up about it
while waiting for the elevator.
Quan Nguyen senior art + design major

Not too much. I think they should advertise
more because it wouldn’t hurt for more people
to have access to knowledge about those
services that could help them.
Tom Fry junior creative writing major

I know that it’s available on campus and paid
for through tuition. As far as I know, it’s readily
accessible to students and they are there
should anyone ever need them.
Samantha Larson junior audio arts & acoustics major

LETTERSTOTOTHE
THEEDITOR
EDITOR
LETTER

Response to Chronicle’s endorsement of Emanuel
“Oh, no,” I cry, as I scan the
Chronicle headline. “My paper is
endorsing Rahm? Well—let’s see
what they say?”
I read further. It sounds eerily
like the mayor’s scripted talking
points, unprobed. For example—
graduation rates up? They’ve
been moving up for some time.
Courageously closing 49 schools
at once? How about disruptive,
unimaginative, disrespectful
and uncollaborative? Bringing
communities into the decisionmaking process and working
toward common solutions is hard
work. Rahm didn’t bother.
So—what am I looking for? Well,
first I’d like a mayor who doesn’t

waste my taxes by unnecessarily
underwriting building projects
and structuring loans that assure
big lenders big profits. And I want
those TIF funds used in needy
neighborhoods as intended.
I’d like a mayor who promotes
excellence in neighborhood
public schools rather than further
privatization and charters.
Whither democracy without an
educated citizenry?
I’d like a mayor who explores
restorative justice strategies and
integrates police, city services
and employment projects to
create hope and order in all
city neighborhoods. I’d like a
mayor who’s open, creative,

compassionate and working for
every Chicagoan.
My ideal mayor probably doesn’t
exist—but I think Chuy Garcia
would fill the bill in attitude as well
as in experience. He has held city,
state and county offices! And as
a Chicagoan, I have great respect
for the priorities of a guy who,
when out of office, returns to the
community to work on housing
and poverty issues—sorry, Rahm,
but more than for one who spends
that time making millions as an
investment banker.
Sheila Brady
Licensure Officer
Education Department

Response to Editor’s note

This is a response to your
Editor’s Note in this week’s paper.
Stabilizing enrollment is an
important issue for the college,
but I think your suggestion that it
should focus on current students
and alumni to the exclusion of
faculty is short-sighted.  
In marketing Columbia to the
outside world, the whole college
community should be included,
faculty too. That’s because we are

not just trying to communicate
who we are to prospective
students, but also to their parents
and family, people who might
be footing part of the bill. By
presenting exemplary faculty
on huge photos in addition to
students, the college is providing
a glimpse into what our particular
academic community looks like.  
Of course, it would be wise to
include alumni in this dramatic

and visible marketing campaign,
but this is not a zero-sum situation:
all should be represented.
Wouldn’t it be interesting if
some of the hard-working college
staff members were also included?

Andrew Causey
Associate Professor of
Anthropology
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APPLY FOR
2015–2016 FINANCIAL AID
F O L L O W T H E S T E P S /C O M P L E T E Y O U R F I N A N C I A L P L A N

1 2 3
SUBMIT

SUBMIT YOUR 2015–2016
FAFSA AT WWW.FAFSA.GOV

FILE YOUR 2014 TAXES
ELECTRONICALLY

UPDATING...

UPDATE YOUR FAFSA ONLINE WITH
THE IRS DATA RETRIEVAL TOOL

APPLY FOR 2015–2016 FINANCIAL AID FOLLOW THE STEPS/COMPLETE YOUR FINANCIAL PLAN
SUBMIT YOUR FAFSA ONLINE
AT WWW.FAFSA.GOV

FILE YOUR 2014 TAXES
ELECTRONICALLY WITH THE IRS

UPDATE YOUR FAFSA ONLINE WITH
THE IRS DATA RETRIEVAL TOOL

When: As soon as January 1st

When: During the month of February

When: 30 days after filing your taxes electronically

If you won’t have your taxes filed by this
time, use estimated income figures to
submit your FAFSA. Submitting your 2015–
2016 FAFSA by February 1st will allow you to:

Learn about tax incentives and free
tax preparation services you may be
eligible to receive by visiting colum.edu/
becomemoneysmart and click, “Tax
Incentive Information” for more details.
Completing your 2014 taxes during February
will allow you to:

Log onto www.fafsa.gov to make FAFSA
Corrections. Using the IRS Data Retrieval tool
will allow you to:

•

Receive your 2015–2016 Award Letter
by April 2015

•

Get a head start on completing
Columbia Scholarship applications Deadlines for completed applications
begin February 1st.

•

Update your FAFSA with your actual tax
figures using the IRS Data Retrieval Tool

•

Reduce the number of potential errors
on your FAFSA for a more accurate
2015–2016 Award Letter

•

Create an accurate financial plan for
2015–2016 in a timely manner

•

Avoid the need to submit tax documents if selected for verification

colum.edu/sfs
FAFSAReminderPoster.indd 1
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Red light cameras may be banned in Illinois
BIANCA MARTINEZ
Metro Reporter
THE ILLINOIS STATE legislature has
proposed a ban on red light cameras
through House Bills 0173 and 0487
due to reports of false ticketing, frequent crashes and an apparent lack
of safety benefits.
State representative LaShawn K.
Ford (D–8th), who sponsored HB
0487, said the bill orders towns with
populations of more than 1 million
not to operate automated traffic
law enforcement systems. HB 0173,
sponsored by representatives David McSweeney (R–52nd), Jack
Franks (D–63rd), Joe Sosnowski
(R–69th), Scott Drury (D–58th)
and Dwight Kay (R–112th), repeals
the authority to use automated
traffic law enforcement systems
at intersections in which cameras are used to photograph or video
record a motor vehicle’s failure to
stop and yield, as required by traffic
control signals.
Many drivers who receive violations
for being accused of speeding or running
a red light have a difficult time fighting
their ticket fees. McSweeney said the
cameras were put in place to make intersections safer, but they only seem to
bring in revenue for communities.

STOCK PHOTO
House Bills 0173 and 0487 will ban red light cameras in Illinois if they are passed. Many drivers accused of running a red light have a difficult time waving ticket fees.

Ford said red light cameras do
not tell the whole truth, as there is
no way to prove that fined cars were
not speeding.
“If you are next to a speeding car
and the camera takes a picture of
both of the cars, both cars will be
fined,” Ford said.
There have also been instances
where parked cars have received
tickets for speeding, causing drivers
to take time off of work to go before a
hearing officer to contest their ticket.
Ford said the cameras should be

banned until they can be updated to
prevent these inconveniences.
“I cannot think of how these
cameras are positive by any means,”
Ford said. “There was never a study
that showed that we need to hurry
up and make our streets safer.”
If the bills are passed, Illinois
will join 13 other states that have
banned red light cameras, including Arkansas, Mississippi, Nevada, Texas and Wisconsin, according to the National Conference of
State Legislatures.

Former Redflex CEO Karen Finley and former Chicago transportation manager John Bills were
indicted in August 2014 for alleged
corruption regarding city red light
camera contracts, according to an
August 13, 2014, press release from
the Chicago Division of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation. Bills gave
inside information that helped keep
and expand its Chicago contracts
for $124 million. In exchange, Finley gave Bills $570,000 in cash, according to the press release.

The city should use the revenue
from the tickets to make new cameras to combat rising crime rates
and make Chicago’s streets safer,
Ford said.
Sosnowski said the majority of
the tickets being issued are for minor offenses, such as stopping a few
inches over the white line at an intersection.
Tickets for these minor offenses
can cost between $75–100. Sosnowski said there were thousands
of tickets issued because the light
was altered to go from yellow to red
quicker than it should.
“The cameras are not preventing
serious accidents,” Sosnowski said.
“It is just ticketing people for little
minor things that many police officers would have let go.”
Rear-end crashes have also increased from red light cameras
because people see the cameras
flash and slam on their brakes,
Sosnowski said.
“Personally, I would like to get
rid of them,” McSweeney said.
“It is clear that [they have] not
improved important safety issues.” They just punish citizens,
Sosnowski said.
bmartinez@chroniclemail.com

More than a
polar plunge
MATT MCCALL
Metro Editor
WITH TEMPERATURES SINKING to subzero, the last thing on most Chicagoans’ minds is a leisurely swim in
Lake Michigan.
For Steve Hernan, though, a winter day is just as good a day for a dip
as any other, as long as he is wearing
a wet suit.
Hernan, 47, is a winter swimmer
and the founder of Open Water Chicago, a collective of swimming and
endurance sports enthusiasts who
swim in the lake year-round, even
when snow is falling.
Open Water Chicago began as
an informal gathering of Hernan’s
friends in the local triathlete community. Hernan said he founded the
group because he was frustrated by
a lack of training groups and activities for swimmers after the Chicago
Triathlon in August.
“Pretty much the entire lakefront shuts down,” Hernan said.

“Nobody’s out there even though
the water is still pretty warm and
there’s plenty of opportunities.”
In that first year, they stopped
swimming by October, but the
group decided to test its limits in
the fall of 2008. Herman said it almost ended up being like a dare.
Months passed, and come January,
they were still in the water. The
group usually swims just south of
the North Avenue Beach boathouse.
57-year-old David Oliva is a
member of Open Water Chicago.
He said he has been a winter swimmer for more than 35 years.
Also known as “Diver Dave,”
he said he finds between $3,000–
$5,000 worth of stuff on the lake’s
bottom each year.
The Jackson, Michigan, native
has swum in the Antarctic wearing only a life jacket and swimsuit.
In this instance, the ship’s captain
tethered him to the boat by tying a
rope around his waist: The captain
feared Oliva would become hypo-

COURTESY David Oliva
David Oliva “cooling off” under an ice floe on Lake Michigan. Oliva said he has been braving frigid waters around the world as a winter swimmer for more than 35 years.

thermic and die, and so he needed a
way to retrieve his body.
Oliva said he thinks the water is
too warm when the lake is 65 degrees in the summer.
“Swimming long distance,
I’ve got to stop and catch my
breath,” Oliva said. “It’s like I’m
overheating.”
According to Gino Izzi, a meteorologist for the National Weather
Service, the temperature of Lake
Michigan hovers around 30 to 32
degrees during the winter months.

“Lake Michigan water temperatures toward the middle and end of
winter generally get down into the
low 30s and a lot of times we get ice
forming in the lake as it gets close to
freezing,” Izzi said.
Hernan said Special Olympics
Chicago’s annual “Polar Plunge”—
where participants willingly wade
in knee high, waist deep or fully
throw themselves into the lake—is
nothing like what he does. He said
many people who have taken the
plunge in the past want to take the

next step, but he discourages them.
There is a significant amount of
preparation that he has to do before
every swim, Hernan said.
“It’s not where you’re running in
and running out really quickly and
there’s people monitoring you and
you have hot chocolate and laugh
about being in the water for two
seconds—it is a very stressful situation on your body, physically and
mentally,” Hernan said.

xx SEE SWIMMERS, PG. 35
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BRIAN HILL

Occupation: Entrepreneur

CTA breaks Internet with hate
tweets, surpasses Kardashians
ACCORDING TO THE Chicago Tran-

sit Authority website, 1.68 million
Chicagoans rode the CTA on an average weekday in 2013, which may
explain why a University of Southern California study published in
December in the Journal of the
American Planning Association
found that the CTA triggered more
mean tweets than the 10 other largest transit agencies in the world,
the Internal Revenue Service and
even the Kardashians.
Being that the CTA received
more hate tweets than all of the
Kardashian family drama that happened last year alone, this either
means we are basically riding on
the most ass-inine—pun definitely
intended—public transit system in
the world, or our smelly morning
commutes are practically becoming celebrity news.
The surplus of negative tweets
could be attributed to the implementation of Ventra and the
inconvenience it caused riders in
the system’s early stages because
the study looked at tweets dating
back to as early as March 2011.
Although delays, reroutes and
the looming unpleasant scent of

the CTA is bothersome, 40 percent
of the mean tweets were directed
at other CTA passengers. Sure, the
trains and buses are home to a wide
array of characters, and instead of
staring at them—because that is
not polite—we tweet about it and
we move on with our lives.
I have a love-hate relationship
with Chicago’s public transportation system that I’m sure most Chicagoans share. I admit to tweeting
at the CTA a couple of times asking
them where my train was and
telling them how much they were
ruining my life. We have all been a
little dramatic, right?
Today, if people have a problem
regarding any service, they have
the power to make their opinion
heard through social media. Some
companies respond faster to
complaints on social media than
they do through customer service
hotlines or online submission
forms. Word of mouth—especially on social media—can make or
break a company if it is retweeted
or favorited enough times.
Although Chicagoans rely on the
CTA so much that the company
would never really suffer from a

couple million hate tweets, I’m sure
the company takes their riders’
opinions into consideration when
they work to enhance the CTA.
The CTA has announced some
exciting updates to be made to the
system including station renovations and even a $32.5 million deal
to roll out 4G wireless coverage
throughout subway stations and
tunnels, making Chicago the
largest subway system to have 4G
coverage in the U.S., according to a
Jan. 30 mayoral press release. This
eliminates even more frustration
over not being able to tweet trash
talk the CTA while on the CTA.
ncraig@chroniclemail.com

Courtesy BRIAN HILL

SARAH MARTINSON
Metro Reporter
AMERICA HAS MADE a huge mistake
regarding how it treats inmates,
according to Brian Hill. Hill is the
president and co-founder of Jail
Education Solutions, a consulting firm that works with jails and
correctional facilities to reduce
incarceration rates.
Jail Education Solutions’ educational platform is like Khan
Academy, an online educational
provider, only Hill wants to use his
platform to help inmates create
better lives for themselves once released from prison.
Hill said if inmates lead better lives
after prison, they are less likely to
end up in prison again—reducing
costs so taxpayer money can be better utilized elsewhere.
The Chronicle spoke with Hill
about his consulting firm and reducing crime in America.

THE CHRONICLE: What led you to
work with inmates?
BRIAN HILL: When I was growing

up, my dad taught at Folsom Prison
in California. He would bring home
essays at night and read them, so
from an early age I saw an incredible human potential that was not
being utilized behind bars. I realized while they were there my dad’s
class was pretty much the only interaction they had with education
for the remainder of time.

WHERE DID YOU GET THE IDEA TO
START JAIL EDUCATION SOLUTIONS?

Kaitlin Hetterscheidt THE CHRONICLE
A reenactment of Lincoln’s Second Inaugural Address by Michael Krebs took place at the Chicago History Museum in celebration of Presidents’ Day on Monday Feb. 16
at 1601 N. Clark St. The reenactment was accompanied by The Chicago Brass Band, along with a schedule of activities for the rest of the day for all residents of Illinois.
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Neighborhood: River North

When I was getting my law and
business degree at Northwestern, I
started working on a social impact
project with Cook County looking
at jail population reduction. I spent
time working with Cook County
jail, working with sheriffs to understand the finances of running a
correction facility. Again, I saw all
this human capital sitting inside
these facilities watching daytime
television most of the time they
were there, and that is not helping
anyone. I realized I had to do something because there was this captive audience.
Originally, we thought if inmates
have nothing to do but watch TV
all day long, we could create better
programming. We thought we could

create a channel of educational
and vocational programming that
would allow inmates to maximize
some of their time watching TV.
When we launched that product
in October we found that it wasn’t
the right medium. We needed much
more individualized learning.

Where is the content coming from?
We have worked with the University of Cincinnati to create some of
the cognitive behavioral therapy.
We worked with professors out of
New York and the Bay area to create
some of the parenting skill courses.
Since we are covering such a broad
range of topics from financial literacy to legal information content
comes from many different sources.

Is there a way for you to prevent
inmates from using the tablets for
non-educational purposes?
That’s the beauty of using tablets—
they are a much more secure device
than a computer because there are
no external ports. If they could hack
them and we hadn’t solved that
problem, we wouldn’t be allowed to
operate in a jail. They are fully encased in bulletproof glass material
and we essentially wipe the tablet
clean. We manufacture our own
tablets as well as purchase consumer devices off the shelf.

Why do you think the U.S. has a high
incarceration rate?
We have definitely become much
harsher with our penalties. And
we have built more prisons, which
is always a problem. Whenever we
build prisons, we fill them. That’s
reality because now there is a financial incentive to do so. I think
there is definitely a case to be made
for not building prisons. Our incarceration system in America is
not normal. It is not normal for our
history in America, and it’s not normal for the crime rate, and it’s not
normal for the world. We have done
it wrong. Studies show that incarceration actually makes communities more dangerous over time, so
we have not increased security and
have destroyed the next generation
pretty heavily.
smartinson@chroniclemail.com
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Mayoral candidates lose steam without Rahm

Kelly Wenzel THE CHRONICLE
Cook County Commissioner and mayoral candidate Jesus “Chuy” Garcia spoke at the Portage Park Neighborhood Association-sponsored mayoral forum at the Irish American Heritage Center, 4626 N. Knox Ave.

SARAH MARTINSON
Metro Reporter
EVERY MAYORAL CANDIDATE aside from

incumbent Mayor Rahm Emanuel
appeared Feb. 16 at a forum held at
the American Irish Heritage Center, 4626 N. Knox Ave.
At the forum, sponsored by
the Portage Park Neighborhood Association, the candidates were civil to one another except for occasional quips
against Emanuel.
Cook County Commissioner Jesus “Chuy” Garcia, a former alderman and state senator, commented

on Emanuel’s method of choosing
school board officials.
“The motto is: ‘If it is good enough
for New Trier High School and that
school district, it is good enough for
Chicago.’ And you know who went
to school there, right? The initials
are R.E.,” Garcia said.
Garcia said school board officials would be elected based
on geographical districts if he is
elected mayor.
The hall at the center never
reached half-capacity. The crowd
mostly consisted of older Irving
Park residents in the 42nd Ward.
After each candidate spoke, at-

tendees would trickle out, staying
only long enough to show support
for their preferred candidate. One
by one, the candidates were brought
on stage for 30 minutes each for a
moderated discussion with Ken Davis, host of “Chicago Newsroom,”
CAN TV, who asked the candidates
about crime, education, the modernization of O’Hare International
Airport and pension plans.
At the end of each Q-and-A session, Davis gave the mayoral candidates a chance to explain why they
should be elected.
First on stage, millionaire entrepreneur Willie Wilson sported a wide grin and a large, bright
green sequined bow tie. Before the
forum began, Wilson stood in the
foyer outside of the hall, greeting
attendees and shaking hands. The
space was an a comfortable setting
for Wilson, who openly discussed
his religious beliefs and humble
beginnings. A few members of the
audience wore buttons showing his
grinning visage.
“The struggle kept on going until [my family] had a chance to get
from there to get up north here,”
Wilson said. “After we struggled
for a while, the Lord blessed us to
be successful in business, and with
our success in business, we reached
back and helped others.”
Davis asked Wilson repeatedly to
clarify himself when he said Chicago does not need to deploy more police officers, but instead the police

force must be desegregated.
“In the police department, there
is not one African-American or
Latino or Hispanic in the detective division—less than 10 percent
when it should be 32 percent,”
Wilson said.
On the campaign trail, Emanuel announced he would hire 350
additional police officers this year
and start a pilot program to test the
use of body cameras to monitor the
city’s police activity.
Following Wilson’s speech, William “Dock” Walls, a political activist and former chief scheduler to
former Mayor Harold Washington,
took the stage.
When Davis asked Walls why
anyone would be crazy enough
to run for mayor—which was the
opening question to all candidates—Walls said, “Because there
are challenges ahead and we love
challenges. And we have solutions
to the problems.”
Walls took a jab at Emanuel,
saying he would not have closed
50 schools. He said he would have
retained those buildings as educational facilities and utilized them
for educational purposes.
“Communities are built around
parks, schools and libraries,” Walls
said. “If you don’t pay attention to
the needs, if you don’t prepare for
the growth of a community, the
community will not grow.”
Garcia said his entire public service career has prepared him to be

the next mayor of Chicago.
“Chicago is at a crossroads,” Garcia said. “I want to put this city on a
different road. I think the neighborhoods have been left behind, particularly over the past four years, and
I think that I have the wherewithal
to build a multiracial, multiethnic,
across-state coalition of Chicagoans to put neighborhoods at the
center of city governance. ”
Responding to an allegation made
in a television ad by Emanuel that
claimed he voted for the biggest tax
increase in the history of Chicago,
Garcia said, “[Emanuel] has more
fear of me than I of him. [He is] a
fearful mayor with lots of money
to spend.”
When candidate Bob Fioretti
took the stage he announced that he
was ready for a fight, but he spoke
somberly about the state of crime
and education in Chicago.
“What have we done?” Fioretti
said. “People talk about these two
cities, one Chicago, this Chicago.
Then I see what is happening. I
have estimated a number of times
from 75th and Halsted, walking
through the neighborhoods, seeing the hundreds of foreclosures in
wards, maybe thousands in some.
And you wonder what happened
with all of these aldermen beating
their chests this whole time as they
saw their communities disintegrate. They didn’t do a damn thing.”
smartinson@chroniclemail.com
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Chicago button
museum expands

ARIEL PARRELLA-AURELI
Contributing Writer

THOUSANDS OF PINBACK buttons have
found a home at Chicago’s Busy
Beaver Button Museum, 3279 W.
Armitage Ave., the only museum in
the world that showcases buttons.
The museum will relocate to a
larger location in Logan Square
in 2016, where owner and founder Christen Carter hopes to add
enough buttons to account for every person in the world—a total of
more than 7 billion buttons.
Joel Carter, the museum’s operations manager, co-curator and
Christen Carter’s brother, said he
has a background in advertising
and has worked with Busy Beaver
for 13 years. He said the new building, which will allow the museum
to double in size, is just down the
street from the original museum
also in Logan Square.
With button boards lining the
walls and many cubicle office spaces tightly packed together, it is evident the current state of the museum is due for an upgrade.
The museum currently uses an
eco-friendly heating system in
which geothermal climate control
methods and solar panels are used,
Joel Carter said, adding that 70 percent of the company’s energy use is

done through renewable methods.
He said he plans to implement the
same renewable energy methods at
the museum’s new location.
Joel Carter said he hopes to have
more space at the new location to
increase the building’s capacity and
establish a more organized layout.
He said the museum was founded
20 years ago when Christen Carter
began making buttons in her dorm
room as part of the DIY scene that
was popular during that time.
“I thought I would make them for
a few years and then move on with
my life,” Christen Carter said.
However, Carter said her button-making became popular and is
now a hobby adopted by other fans
of the art form.
Carter said operating the business and learning to manage the
museum are some of the skills she
has learned since the museum’s
inception. Finding spaces to showcase every button can be a challenge, she added.
“As we grow, there are always new challenges,” Christen
Carter said.
Through running the museum,
the Carters have learned the rich
history of buttons, Christen Carter
said. They have buttons that date
back as far as 1896 and a plethora
of categories for the buttons such

Courtesy BUSY BEAVER BUTTON MUSEUM
The world’s only button museum, the Busy Beaver, 3279 W. Armitage Ave., founded by siblings Joel and Christen Carter, has outgrown its location in Logan Square.

as art, music, history, political or
for a cause, Christen Carter said.
Some of the most precious items
in the museum include Abraham
Lincoln’s campaign buttons and
rainbow equality badges that read,
“Value All Families.”
Paul Levin, executive director of
the Logan Square Chamber of Commerce, said he thinks the museum
is interesting because it shows
there is more to collecting buttons

than just gathering them. It is also
a business, and according to Levin,
that is the most fascinating part.
“Christen is quite an accomplished businesswoman,” Levin
said. “She built the business up
from the basement to churning out
metals by the millions.”
The Busy Beaver is known
throughout the neighborhood
and has gained popularity in the
city through word of mouth, local

events and businesses that order
from the Busy Beaver Buttons Co.
shop. Joel Carter said approximately 20 percent of the shop’s customers are local and that knowledge of
the museum continues to grow.
“Hopefully the expansion will
turn [our collection] into more of a
museum [and] much less of decor
on the wall,” Levin said.
chronicle@colum.edu
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are, Khozindar said. Unlike taxi
drivers, ridesharing app drivers
are not required to have cab driver licenses, be fingerprinted or
undergo quarterly vehicle safety
inspections.
UTCC representatives said they
want the mayoral candidates to
state what they will do about taxi
regulations so voters can decide
what type of taxi industry they
want and whether it should be regulated or not, Enger said.
“[Taxi regulations are] a significant issue because this city,
a world-class ... city, depends on
the taxi industry to support their
tourism and convention business,
which is a significant portion of
Chicago’s economy,” Enger said.
On his jacket, Enger wore a black
and white button with a picture of
Mayor Rahm Emanuel that read,
“Taxi Industry Killer.”
As an ambulance and firetruck
tried to push through the cluster of
taxicabs, Khozindar shouted at the
drivers to clear the street.
At its press conference, UTCC
unveiled its proposal for creating
a level playing field for the taxi industry and ridesharing companies,
suggesting the city do away with
chauffeur licenses and classes,
mandatory background checks and
vehicle inspections, as well as letting drivers set their own rates and
charge surge prices.
“We don’t want to deregulate the
taxi industry per se,” Khozindar said.

“We want to trigger this conversation,
so the city must do something about
the other party, which is UberX, who is
not regulated.”
Cook County Commissioner Jesus “Chuy” Garcia, said during the
UTTC press conference that he was
concerned for the welfare of the
working class.
“The Uber program presents significant challenges to the quality of
life of people who have been a part
of this industry for a long time in
Chicago,” Garcia said.
Ridesharing drivers do not have
to go through the same licensing
and insurance processes that taxi
drivers endure, which prevent
the taxi drivers from competing with ridesharing companies,
Khozindar said.
“There is not a level playing
field in Chicago, as it relates to the
taxi cab industry or the service
that moves people and transports
people from one part of the city to
another,” Garcia said. “As an act of
solidarity with the plight of workers in the transportation sector
who have provided service to Chicago, it is important that we create
a level playing field in the city.”
Enyia, standing in for aldermen Fioretti, said taxi drivers are
“the lifeblood of the city,” getting
Chicagoans where they need to go.
“In the spirit of equity, the same
regulations that are hoisted upon
these drivers, which they abide
by, need to be extended to any new
players in this sector,” Enyia said.
smartinson@chroniclemail.com
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While the lake has its yearlong
struggles with high swells and unpredictable conditions, the cold
presents complications.
Three things happen to the human body when exposed to extremely cold water: the heart rate
elevates, breathing quickens and
so do muscle contractions—symptoms that collectively make up a
phenomenon known as immersion
shock, which can cause an unprepared swimmer to drown, according to Hernan.
“Their entire body would shut
down in a matter of moments,” Hernan said. “They would lose fine motor control, they wouldn’t be able to
get out, their heart rate, their respiration rate, their muscles would
seize up—I mean, that’s what you’re
dealing with.”
To combat immersion shock,
Hernan said he has to prepare the
night and morning before a swim—
he calls it “priming.” He keeps hydrated, stays away from caffeine
and alcohol and makes sure to take
in plenty of electrolytes, which regulate body vital signs and are lost
when people sweat.
An hour before he gets in the water, Hernan said he takes a shower
and slowly dials the water from
lukewarm to progressively colder,
exposing his head, neck and torso.
When ready, Hernan and his fellow swimmers don a neoprene wet
suit, a scuba diving hood, goggles,
gloves and booties and proceed to

Courtesy DAVID OLIVA
Winter swimmers and Open Water Chicago members David Oliva and Steve Hernan swim in Lake Michigan.

dive in, crashing through a thin
layer of ice. After a few minutes,
though, Hernan said the water is
surprisingly comfortable.
“We could stay in there as long
as we have during any other time
of year, with the exception of our
fingertips,” Hernan said. “Our fingertips tend to get cold after maybe
about 20 minutes, and that’s usually why we have to get out. I feel fine
everywhere else.”
Oliva said that if they could keep
their fingertips warm, they could
swim for miles.
Open Water Chicago member
Mike Tschantz-Hahn, also known as
“English Channel Mike” for his feat
of swimming across the channel in
2009, said the hardest part is finding
a place to get in. When the wind is
blowing, the ice builds walls.
“If you have cold temperatures,
when the waves come up, they just
keep building the ice walls,” he said.
The risks of winter swimming

have not gone unnoticed by the
city. In fact, it is illegal, according
to Chicago Park District Ordinance
10-36-185, which prohibits swimming in Lake Michigan after the
beaches are closed. In 2014, the
beaches closed Sept. 2, according to
the park district’s website.
According to an emailed statement from the Chicago Police Department, if Marine Unit officers
observe such an incident in the
lake, they will issue an Administrative Notice of Violation to the
offender and administer a fine up
to $500.
Oliva said he has had run-ins
with the police on multiple occasions, but that does not stop him.
He said he thinks swimming in
Lake Michigan’s frigid waters is “so
relaxing, it’s stupid.”
“You’ve got nothing to think
about—just swim,” Oliva said.
mmccall@chroniclemail.com
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